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'i? r e s e n t:-

THE PRIME MINI MR (in the Chair); 

The Rt. Hon. the Yiscount Milner, 
S.O.B., S.O.M.U., Secretary of 
State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, B.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Ma jor-General Sir G.M. . Mac&onogh, 
K.C.M.G., C.B., Director of Military 
Intelligence; (Eor first part) : 

Major General R. Hut chiefs on, 3 o , A 0 . , 
Director of Organisation: (For second part) 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir MoP.A.Hankey, KoCoB., 
Secretary, Mar Cabinet. 



THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to an article publish

ed by the "Morning Post" on May 14th, from their Paris Corres

pondent, suggesting that General Mackensen was coming to the 

Western front with 600,000 men from the Russian front, and 

that 500,000 Austrians had been concentrated in the Tyrol for 

an attach on the Italian front. 

GENERA! MACDONOGH said that General Mackensen was a bogey 

who'was always reported to be everywhere except where he real

ly was. He was said to have appeared on the Western front, on 

the Italian front, and on the Turkish front, while all the 

time he was at Odessa. He himself estimated that 11 good di

visions could still he brought over by the Germans from the 

Eastern front. The total number of German divisions on the 

Eastern front was 34, hut except for the 11 he had mentioned 

they were indifferent material. ifeeyv could be completed to 

.. full strength, however, 

THE PRIME MINISTER inquired how the Germans could main

tain these large forces. At the outset we had been told that 

they had only 400,000 reserves, and their casualties must al

ready amount to that. 

GENERAL MAODONOGH agreed that the casualties could not 

be much below 400,000, but he pointed out that this figure 

did not include returned wounded, of whom there were large 

numbers, not only from the present battle, but from the bat

ties of last autumn. In addition, perhaps as^ many as 50,000.,.. 

prisoners -wer^e"returning from Russia/ Count Mirbach had only 

recently protested to M. Trotsky against the slow rate at 

which the prisoners were returning. The Germans were not re

leasing any Russian prisoners. 

The alleged number of 500,000 Austrians in the Tyrol was 
:i- . absurd. The Austrians now had 49 - divisions on the "Italian 

ro-r^J ^ 9 

'r-., M,., /front,/' and 7f̂  divisions altogether. They were, however, re- ' 

A / organising their Army, and. instead of the old plan of 4 bat
£ * talions 



in a regiment, and 4 regiments in a division, the new divi

sions would: be reduced "t0/^ battalions. Consequently, the 

number of 100 Austrian divisions which the King of Spain had 

lately asserted that he knew to exist, -wssr not/an impossible 

Tfigure/i Some of the Austrian troops might be unreliable, but 

it had to be borne in mind that a large proportion of the mal

contents had laid down their arms earlier in the Ware 

Except for artillery, there were no Austrians on the West

era front. On the Italian front we had as yet no definite news 

of a forthcoming Austrian offensive. There had been some 

strengthening of the Austrian forces in the Trentino, but no-
The 

thing like half a million, /most probable" front of attack on 

the Italian front was East of lake Garda, towards Verona, dorm 

the Val Lagarina. Tactically, however, this was a difficult 

front on which to attackt and he doubted if the Austrians could 

achieve much without German assistance. 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that the greatest sign of weak

ness in Austria was in their failure to attack since March 21o 

This must be very galling to the Germans, particularly as they 

knew that British and French, and even Italian divisions had 

been withdrawn from that front. 

GENERAL MACDONOGH said that there were no German divisions 
OLA-. /: 

on the AAis4;r-ian-. front, and at present there were not more than 

2 German divisions unaccounted f o r ^  v ff&e.-^-'^" V-z^-^*-*-. 

On the Palestine front there were 4%t&&& Germans/in what 

is known as a pasha formation; He had received reports of Ger-
A, 

man and Austrian troops going down the Bagdad railway. The 

number was given as 70,000  but this was probably greatly s

exaggerated, and he thought an outside correct estimate would 

be 10,000. The reports came both from Constantinople and 

Eski Sheir. The destination of these troops was probably 

Palestine. Sooner or later, no doubt, the Germans would try 

and drive us out there0 



GENERAL WILSON thought our position was all right in 

Palestine. She Indian troops with which the British divisions 

were being diluted, though not equal to Germans, had shown them

selves capable of dealing with Turks. 

GENERAL MADDONOGH informed the Prime Minister that such 

information as he had pointed asi to the conclusion that Ger

man public opinion was not satisfied with the offensive. He 

produced a telegram from a reliable agent indicating that Hin

denburgl regarded it as a mathematical certainty that he would 

capture the Channel Ports by August. 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that he had always told the 

Prime Minister that the Germans would not attempt an offensive 

on the Western front unless they did feel confident that they 

could achieve a great success. General Eoch did not share/tfeats

viewo 

INTERCHANGE OE INTELLIGENCE WITH THE FRENCH. 

The agent"s letter referred to above led to an inquir^oy 

the Prime Minister as to the arrangements for exchanging in

telligence between the British and French Staffs. 

GENERAL MACDONOGH said that there was a regular interchange 

of all intelligence except the most secret from agents. 

THE PRIME MINISTER considered that the French General Staff 

should receive the gist of information even from the most se

cret sources, although', care should be taken to cover the source 

from which it came. 
GENERAL MAODQNOGH undertook to see that General 
Foch had a, paraphrase of the agentrs information 
quot ed above. 

GERMAN FORCES ON EASTERN FRONT. 

GENERAL MACDONOGH said that he estimated the number of Ger

man rifles on the Russian front at 350,000, of whom about one

third were iŝ Mfcrly good troops. According to a telegram just 
received the Russians claimed to have 150,000, but he doubted 
whether the number was so large or whether they were of any 
valueo 

(GENERAL MACDONOGH withdrew). 



FIGHTING STRENGTH ON THE WESTERN ERONT ON THE 
1st JANUARY, 1917, AND 1st JANUARY, 1918. 

LORD MILKER said that a mistake had "been discovered in the 

figures given by Mr. Maopherson as the basis of his statement 

in the House of Commons that the fighting strength of the Brit

ish Army on the Western front was greater on January 1, 1918, 

than on January l  1917. As a matter of fact, the fighting s

strength had been less on January 1, 1918. It had transpired 

that the figures given to Mr. Macpherson included British 

troops on the Italian front. As the Prime Minister had used 

Mr. Macpherson's statement in his speeGh on May 9, he felt 

bound to let him know. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that he oould not be held 

responsible for an error which had been made in General Maurice's 

Department. 



(GENERAL HUTCHISON entered). 

GENERAL HUTCHINSON said that the United States troops 

were corning along well. He had found all the officials very 

modest, admitting that they had made serious mistakes in the 

past, and doing their best to repair them. They were, to a 

great extent, in the hands of General Pershing. General Per

shing, however, could not feed more troops than those provided 

in his original programmeo Hence, the American troops that 

were attached to British units could not be fed unless they 

remained with us. The Americans had pressed us to give them 

more ships so that they could feed more men, but Mr. Graeme 

Thomson had declined. Mr. Btettinius had told him there the 

American artillery programme was going to break down. This 

was due to their having neglected the advice given them when 

they entered the .7ar. They had plenty of trained artillery 

personnel, but noV guns for them. The first thing to be done, 

therefore , was to induce the Americans to train /their artil

lery/as infantry, replacing them in July by the new drafts 

that were now being called up. In May the Americans had ar

ranged to call up 250,000 men. The American General Growther, 
rwho dealt with these matters in the ,.ar Department, had told 

him that he could have called up 3piiê 3g&0 men, but for^/the short 

age of clothing and equipmeht2/ The Administration was reluct

ant to call up men until they could be fed. and clothed, lest 

the inadequacy oi their arrangements should be discovered. 

THE P R I M E MINISTER suggested it might be helpful to the 

Americans for him to make a speech pointing out how, in the 

early part of the War, our own men under training remained for 

a long time without uniform or equipment. 

GENERAL HUTCHINSON agreed that this would be useful. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that we might have 150,000 

men here for training. 

GENERA! HUTCHINSON pointed out that we were limited as to 

numbers by shipping, and it was better to bring trained men, 



"** .*.... *J 

sufficient numbers of whom were available, to fill all the 

ships. No one in the American Jar Department had appeared tO/p, 

know how many trained men there were/, but General Jervey afe ' ; 

the War College had given the number as 420,000 infantry. 17 

regiments of these were earmarked for home defence. GENERAL 

HUTCHISON had persuaded the Americans not to lock up the men 

in these 17 regiments, but to use them for drafting purposes, 

as well as for training and Home Defence. In addition there 

was one cavalry division on the Mexican border commanded by 

General Mt&&&, Colonel House had told him that there would be 

no shortage of trained men, and that all available shipping 

would be sent over filled with men. He had not seen President 

Wilson. Mr. Daniels, the Secretary of the Navy, who was a 

distant relative of his, and was formerly inclined to limit 

the American effort, had now publicly declared himself?in fa

vour of enlisting every man they could. Arrangements had been 

made to call up men as fast as possible up to 1,500,000, which 

was the limit sanctioned by Congress. GENERAL HUTCHI0SON had 

told them that they ought to have 5,000,000 men examined, 

classified, and ready to be called up. The American military 

drafting and training machinery was inadequate. They had tried 

to train men in battalions and divisions before they were 

trained as individuals. Among the most notable persons engagv 

ed on military matters, GENERAL HUTCK1PS0N mentioned Mr. Stet

tinius, General Goethals, both of whom were Under-Secretaries; 

General Jerveys, who corresponded partly to the Director of 

Staff Duties, and partly to the Adjutant General, and General 

Marsh, the Chief of the General Staff,the latter of whom, how

ever, had not greatly impressed him. GENERAL HUTCHINSON said 

that the troops on board the "Acquitania" had been excellent. 

The older officers took matters seriously, and were anxious 

to do their bit, but the young officers had not impressed him 

favourably. He had found officers of all ranks a m i ous to 



fight in one Army with the British. He drew attention to the 

propaganda in the United States of America to belittle the 

British effort. 

As a resp.lt of this discussion, the following Conclusions 

were reached:

fl) General Hutohinson undertook to give the Prime Minis
ter a report containing suggestions for expediting the 
despatch of troops from the United States of America: 

(£) The Secretary was directed to invite Mr. Graeme Thorn
son to submit a report as to any improvements that 
could be made in the shipping arrangements: 

(3) The Prime Minister undertook, on receipt of the two 
above reports, to consider the advisability of send
ing a private telegram or private letter to lord Read
ing, impressing on him the improvements that could 
be made: 

(4) The Chief of the Imperial General Staff undertook, 
after communicating with Field Marshal Haig', tc/give 
the Prime Minister a sketch programme forecasting the 
number of American troops that ^ught te  be brigaded v

with the British army on various dates, \  ̂ 

(GRHRRAI HUTCHIHSOH withdrew). 

http://resp.lt


LIAISON AI SE THE UNISSal) ATA TBS 
OE AMERlOX; 

There was a short aisoussion as to the liaison arrange

ments with General Pershingo 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that, in view of General EochAs 

position as General-in-Chief, it was difficult for us to at

tach a superior officer to General ?ershing's staff. 

COMMAND OE THE HOME EQECSS. 

There was some discussion on the question of the Command 

of the Home Forces, in the course of which a suggestion was 

made that General Sir William Robertson might be offered the 

post of Commander-in-Chief in India, in order to release General 

Sir Charles Honro for Command at home s 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 

May 14, 1918. 

So 
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WAR CABINET. 

NOTES Off A CONYERSJLTION at 10 DOWNING STREET, S.W. ,
01 THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t ; -

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair)'. 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.G.B., G.C.M.G., Secretary of State 
for War. 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Ohief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir MoP.A.Hankey, E.C.B., 
Secretary, War -Cabinet. 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 

GENERAL WILSON said that he had ascertained from Eield 

Marshal Haig that by June 1st, there would only be 3 American 

battalions in the line, and these for instruction only* He 

had received a letter from General Bridges which indicated 

that there was very considerable chaos in the American Milit-. 

ary Administration, and it was very difficult to ascertain 

facts and figures. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said,HE 7KS& on his visits, hxe had 

found G.H.Q., rather inclined to belittle the Americanbattal

i ons. / 

GENERAL WILSON said the same applied to General Pooh. He 

had four United States divisions practically uiider his orders, 

but he was only using one in the battle and orm one brigade 
I jU 

was at present in the line,somewhere in the region of Mont

didier. 



MAN-POSER. 

IRELAND. 

GENERAL WILSON said he had received a letter from" General 

Eoch ashing him to send over more men. The principal untouch

ed source he could think of was Ireland, but this depended 

on what the Government1s policy was to be. If the Government 

did not intend to enforce Conscription he might be able to 

draw as many as ,20,000 trained men from Ireland. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that this depended on the result 

of Eield Marshal French 1s Proclamation on Friday. The first 

thing was to enforce the law. Only yesterday he had seen Mr. 

Arthur Lynch, M.P., who was passionately pro-French, and con

sequent ly passionately pro-Ally-, and who had lately seen a 

good deal of the Sinn Eeiners in Ireland. He said that the 
/ 

Sinn Eeiners were rather tete monte. They really thought that 

they could beat the British Army, not by regular fighting, 

but by guerilla methods. Side by side with a certain child

islmess they had a lot of natural cunning, and Mr. Lynch had 

thought that this might easily be under-estimated. They did 

not intend to fight in the towns, but to withdraw at once to 

the country where they had lots of clever guerilla leaders. 

They had a large number of rifles, having received small con

signments steadily during the last year or two. Mr. Lynch 

had not mentioned chat they had machine-guns, but he had been 

confident that they would fight. Mr. Lynch had thought that 

the insurrection might be delayed for two months, although it 

might come off within a fortnight. THE PRIME MINISTER had 

been careful to tell him nothing of our counter plans. 

GENERAL ATLSON said that, apart from Ireland, the only 

source from which men could be sent immediately, were 46,000 

elderly men used for fatigue duties in training camps, from 

which perhaps 20,000 might be taken. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 
(1) General Wilson undertook to write to Lord French on the 

subject and communicate what the Prime Minister had told 
him, without mentioning the source of his information: 



(Z) It was agreed that, in the circumstances, fighting 
men should not be withdrawn from Ireland until the 
result of lord French1s Proclamation was seen. 

THE HIGEBR GOiAAVND ME QUTHWAIIE' B QUESTION. 

At LORD M I M E R l S suggestion it was agreed that 

The answer to Mr. Outhwaite's question in regard 
to the Higher Command should be that no change has 
taken place or is contemplated. 

"THE MOREING -031"'. 

GENERAL WILSON drew attention to the articles in "The 

Horning Post". He said that this journal was much read by 

the younger Staff Officers. It did a good deal of harm, as 

it was engendering hatred of the Prime Minister and the Gov

ernment . 

LORD MILNER considered steps would have to be taken to 

stop this. If a warning was of no value It might be necess

ary to stop the paper. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that if Golonel Hepington were 

a German Agent he could hardly assist the enemy more. He was 

continually speaking of the possibility of an invasion of this 

country, which would tend to keep us from sending men to Erance. 

Similarly, he was making an outcry about sending the young 

men out as reinforcements, and this would have a similar tend

ency$ he was suggesting an invasion of France through Switzer

land, which would tend to Induce the French to divert troops; 

and finally he was making trouble between Staff Officers and 

Regimental Officers. 

THE MILITARY SITUATION ON THE WESTERN FRONT. 

GENERAL WILSON said that the first requisite for the Ger

mans was good weather. By this time they probably had from 

50 to 55 divisions ready for the offensive. In 10 days or a 

fortnight they might have 70. They would have to balance the 

advantages to them of delay in preparing and bringing up new 

divisions against the disadvantage that time would enable us 

3. 



to bring up American troops and to dig and wire our defences." 

Fortunately, the Germans did not know how slowly the American 

troops were coming along. For a proper roulenient the Allies 

recpaired no less than 156 divisions, as he had stated in his 

lecture on the Versailles war game, This was why we so ur

gently needed men to keep our divisions in being. At present 

we had 9 divisions entirely out of action. When the divisions 

dropped to 3 , 0 0 0 infantry, they were merely kept as cadres, 

and the infantry were used as drafts. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that there were 4 points on which 

he felt that he himself and the War Cabinet ought to be satis
fied. The points were as follows:

(1) Whether the less efficient Corps and Divisional Com
manders had yet been weeded out? 

(2) Whether the positions behind the lines were really 
being p repa red? 

(3) Whether care had been taken to provide against pos
itions being abandoned by retiring troops without 
a blow? 

(4) Whether proper arrangements had been made for the de
molition of bridges, culverts, Ac? 

He was very anxious that we should not fail in the West be

cause the Government had shirked the unpleasantness of insist

ing on being informed on these matters. He wa-s inclined to 

think it was part of the duty of the Chief of the Imperial Gen

eral Staff, on behalf of the War Cabinet, to ssy see that these 

things "were done, and he thought he would be quite justified 

in making inquiries. Only on the previous day an Officer who 

had on another occasion given good advice had told him that 

the digging behind the lines was, to a large extent, a sham. 

THE CORPS, DIVISIONAL, AND BRIGADE COMMANDS. 

GENERAL WILSON said that he believed about 20 changes 

had been made in Brigades and Divisions. The practical diffi

culty was that neither he nor Lord Milner really knew who the 

good men were. They had to depend on reports0 

LORD MILNER agreed in this, and said that he and General 



Wilson were perpetually trying to find, out about the men in 

Command. 

GENERAL WILSON said that an Officer like General plumer, 

for example, would at once remove anyone in whom he had no 

confidence. 

C O N C L U S I OnN. 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to give the Prime Minister a 
list of the changes that had been made in the Corps, 
Divisional, and Brigade Commands. 

POSITIONS BEHIND IKE LINES. 

LORD MILNER said that General Wilson had already sent 

experts, on behalf of the War Cabinet, to examine the water 

protection behind, the lines. 

GENERAL WILSON said that they tod ejgam&ed-/hot only the 

-f^5^/areas, but the potentialities of the various rivers. 

C 0 N C L U S I 0 N. 

After some discussion, It was agreed that:-

Lord Milner should arrange for Sir Ernest Moir 
to visit the Array, and advise as to whether the 
labour was being applied, in the best possible way, 
and whether labour-saving devices were being used 
to the utmost in constructing trenches behind, the 
lines, and generally to report on the work being 
done on defensive positions. 

Lord Milner undertook to consider whether General 
Stewart should accompany Sir Ernest Moir, or whether 
It would be better to employ him independently with 
a view to getting the most out of the labour in Erance, 

THE MANNING OE REAR POSITIONS. 

GENERAL WILSON said, that he had received a letter from 

General Lawrence about the manning of the Third line trenches, 

which really answered, the question the Prime Minister had ask

ed. General Lawrence had explained that the British divisions 

holding an average of 5,000 yards ef\)iece could not be organ

ised in sufficient depth to man the Third line trenches as 

well as the outpost line and the main position. It had eonse

quently been arranged that the French divisions in reserve 

should man the Third line trenches, and if the British troops 
were compelled to fall back they would pass, through the /Third 

elines manned by the French, ^^&^^/^^-wk  ' u ^



THE BLOWIHG UP OF BRIDGES AND CbMVVERTS. 
THE PRIME MINISTER said that we ought not to stand inter

ferenoe with the French in the destruction of bridges and ctil
verts. If they tried to prevent their destruction, we ought 
to reply that it was necessary for the safety of the Army. 

GENERAL MAURIOE. 

LORD MILKER read a draft of a letter he proposed to send 

to General Maurioe impressing on him the great importance in 

his journalistic work of not giving information to the enemy. 

THE PRIME MINSTER agreed that the letter was a very suit

able one to send. 

MEXICO. 
rGENERAL WILSON, adverting to Mr. Half our s remarks - £G'.TAM. 

it. the General Staff1 s Paper on Mexico (G.T.WAMM ) said that, 

as a matter of fact, the General Staff had been in frequent 

communication with the Foreign Office on the subject, and Mr. 

Balfour had himself taken the Chair at several Meetings to 

discuss this question. 

THE COMMAND OF THE HOME FORCES * 
The proposal, made on the previous day, that:-

General Monro should be appointed Commander-in-
Chief of the Home Forces, and that his place 
should be taken in India by General Robertson, . 
was agreed to. 
Lord Milner undertook to is communicate this in
forrnation to his colleagues, either personally 
and independently, or at the War Cabinet on the 
following day, after which he would see the King. 

GENERAL WILSON said that he had taken over, as a tempor
ary measure, the responsibilities of the Command of the Home 

Forces * 
THE WESTERN FRONT. 

THE DISPERSION OF BRITISH AMONG FRENCH DIVISIONS. 
There was a long discussion on questions connected with 

the dispersion of the British divisions among French divisions 



In the course of this discussion, GENERAL WILSON explain

ed the reason why it was necessary to send British divisions 

,to hold part of the French front. General Poch, in spite of 

representations that had been made to him, insisted on the 

"brunt oi the fighting being taken by British divisions. This 

did not mean that he was not using French divisions, but he 

did not put the French divisions in until the British divi

sions had been practically Allocked out. At the present time 

there were only 4 British divisions that had not been engaged 

in the battle. General Wilson had recently suggested that 

General Pooh should relieve some of the British divisions on 

the III. Army front with French divisions, as an attach was 

expected on that front. General Fooh, however, had declined. 

French divisions were in reserve, and, in due course, Brit

ish divisions, as they were knocked out, would be relieved. 

The result of this was that, in order to provide for a - proper 

roulement among the French divisions, we had to take over a 

portion of the French line. GENERAL WILSON did not dispute 

that "this was an Inevitable corollary to the policy of bring

ing up French divisions to support the attack on our front. 

One point, however, on which he thought we ought to insist 

was that the British divisions should not be dotted about 

among the French divisions, but should be grouped together. 

For example, we had lately taken over a portion of the French 

line South of the Oise, on a Corps front of 4 divisions, and 

to this he offered no objection. The opposite course of 

dotting the divisions about singly along the French line was 

open to grave objection, and, in his opinion, if persisted 

in, might eventually break the Alliance. It was bound to lead 

to friction. Every point of contact between the two Armies 

was apt to be a point of friction. As long as the divisions 

were together, they could be supplied by the British supply 

Services. But in the case of single divisions, it was diffi

cult to justify a separate line of supply. The French would 



then insist on supplying them, and this was almost hound to, 

lead to trouble. Even if at first the Erench gave the troops 

the supplies to which they were accustomed, they would prob

ably get into the practice of giving Erench supplies, to 

which oiir men were unaccustomed. The French troops were ac

customed to different supplies at different hours , and the 

whole system was different. Consequently, he thought we 

ought to insist on grouping those divisions which were hold-
N.P. 

ing part of the French line./ A second point on which General 

Wilson laid some stresfsTwsws -4&e—ri^k--^f-unduly mixing/our 

divisions with the French/. He had no doubts of the bona 

fides either of General Foch or Ivl. Clemenceau, who simply de

sired to win the battle, hut either of these might any day 

be superseded, and their places taken by men of entirely 

different calibre. In these circumstances, a state of af

fairs which was quite secure now might become a serious dan

ger. If the French could induce us to allow them to supply 

divisions scattered through their lines they would insist 

on controlling the ports through which the supplies were 

brought, and they might even want to control the merchant 

ships which brought the supplies. There were tendencies In 

this direction which ought to be resisted. General pershing 
,' 

was abetting the French in their aims by his desire for a 

pooling of all resources. The reason for this was that the 

number of troops he could feed by the French Southern ports 

was limited, and consequently he wished to get a part use of 

the Northern ports for the American Army, in order that he 

might thereby avoid putting American troops in the British 

Army said increase the strength of the American Army. 

Another point on which GENERAL WILS02T insisted was that 

British divisions sent to occupy part of the French line, 

when filled up, should be brought back to the British Army. 

He insisted very strongly on the preservation of the British 

Army as a separate entity. 



; 18 
LORD MILKER supported General Wilson" s arguments against 

the dispersion of divisions, -particularly on the ground that 

we should not abandon our control over their supplies. No 

one had been a stauncher advocate of Allied cooperation than 

he, but he could not countenance mspfaMnaaj handing over Supply 

to the French. As an instance, he pointed out the need of 

having our own hospitals. There would be a great outcry if 

any breakdown of French medical arrangements resulted in suf

fering to oar troops. He could foresee very serious friction 

if the supply were made over to the French. He, therefore, 

intended to resist the pressure of the French, and to insist 

on the creation of a British Supply Depot in the Argonne. 

Sooner or later he thought the Prime Minister would have to 

be prepared to tackle M. Clemenceau on the question. 

THB PRIME MINISTER urged that the first consideration 

was to win the battle; nothing must be done whiSh hand!cap

ped General Foch in this respect. If General Foch wished to 

relieve a particular French division which had particular 

characteristics, it might be difficult for him to 6.0 so if 

he was debarred from replacing it by a British division. If 

it involved a re-Shuffling of divisions, it might involve 

delay. General Foch, he pointed out, probably, rightly or 

wrongly, regarded the French Army as better than the British. 

Consequently, he intended the British to break the brunt of 

the attack, reserving his best troops for the later stages. 

The Americans would not be here in large numbers before the 

autumn, and consequently if the British Army were,$0 a great 

extent, knocked out in the next stage of the battle,as a 

large part of it would be, the brunt of the fighting in July, 

August and September would devolve upon the French. He con

sidered it very important that they should be in a fit con

dition to sustain this effort, and nothing should be done 

which would handicap General Foch in this respect. For his 

part he hoped that the French would take a very big share in 



the battle, as he did not want the British Army to be so re

duced that next year we should find ourselves the third Mil

itary Power on the Western front. As regards the possibility 

of an alternative French Government to AA Glemenceau, he point

ed out that any successor would probably be easier to deal 

with, and he, therefore, did not take so gloomy a view of 

the mixing of British and French divisions as Lord Milner and 

General Wilson,. He asked them to take these considerations 

into account before the question was finally settled. 
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X-0. ,4 V/AR CABINET. 

NOTES OE A CONVERSATION held at 10 Downing Street, S.WY, 
on FRIDAY, MAY 17, 1918, at 11.15 a.m. 

P r e s e n t:-

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Secretary of State 
for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, E.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of,the Imperial General Staff: 

lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

lieutenant-Colonel l.S.Amery, M.P., 
Parliamentary and Personal Military Secretary 
to the'Secretary of State for War:' 

GENERAL MAURI CE. 

LORD MILNER read out a reply from General Maurice to the 

letter which he had sent him on the previous day, (See X-2), 

which was of a satisfactory character. In it General Maurice 

said he would not indulge in any recriminations or attempt to 

reopen his case, unless officially requested to do so, and 

that he would regard the Censor as a help and not as an enemy. 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 

THE PRIME MINISTER read out a telegram from Lord Reading 

(No. ) , in which he stated that the numbers that would 

be sent during May would exceed the totals hitherto given. 

He estimated'approximately that a total of 250,000 "troops 

of all hinds would be sent during the month, of whom 180,000 



would be infantry, machine-gunners, and engineers, including 

replacements. 

THE P R I M E MINISTER said that he wished to be sure that 

Sir Douglas Haig was disposed to make the best and prompt

est use of these American reinforcements. He had been told 

that only 3 battalions would be fit to serve with the Brit

ish Army by the first week in June. It seemed to him that 

so long a period of training, in addition to their previous 

training of six months or so in America, was hardly necessary. 

He would very much like General Eoch to have a look at these 

troops himself. General Wilson might also, if he was over 

in Erance, take an opportunity of looking at them. If the 

resistance to their early use came not from Sir Douglas Haig, 

but fi-om General Pershing', it would be necessary to apply 

pressure to overcome it. 

LORD MIDEER stated that there had been 20,000 of these 

Infantry reinforcements in France by the end of April, includ

ing some 12 or IS battalions. Some of this first lot, ho?/ever, 

had been pretty rough, and hardly knew how to handle a rifle. 

This may have partly accounted for Sir Douglas Haig's reluct

ance to use them without a good deal of further training. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that General Dawnay, who was 

responsible for the training in France, had just come over. He 

thought he could extract from him a pretty good opinion as to 

the real value of these troops and the time required for train-

Ing them. 

THE WESTERN FRONT. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that the Germans had moved one 

division away from opposite the Belgians to some point further 

south in the line. There had been other small movements af

fecting 2 divisions. Altogether the Germans now had 48 fresh 

or recuperated divisions.in.hand for the attack. They were 

hard at work on intensive training in the same areas as before 

the attack of March 21. They would have a good moon for mass-
J a. 



ing their troops at night from now till May 23. We, however, 

now had very good aeroplane flares for showing up the roads 

at night. 

LABOUR IN THE TRENCHES. 

LORD MILNER reported that he had discussed the matter 

with Sir Ernest Moir (see X - 2 ) , who was disposed to do any

ihing that the Government wished, but had first to see his part

ner, 

With regard to General Stewart, LORD MILNER was not quite 

clear yet whether he should accompany Sir Ernest Moir. He 

was inclined to think that it would really be best to put him 

at the Head of the whole of the railway transportation. 

RAILWAY. TRANSPORTATION IN FRANCE. 

LORD MILNER pointed out that General Stewart, though prim

arily a contractor, would be able to effect great economies, 

not only in the labour required for railway work, but in the 

whole railway organisation. When Sir Eric Gedd.es had inaugurate 

ed his Railway Service in France, it was under conditions of ur

gency, which involved the creation of an enormous establish

ment which was not justified by present conditions. There were 

something like 13 Brigadier Generals at present on the Railway 

"Staff in France. General Nash was now in Paris on the Inter-

Allied Committee, which was laying out the general plans of 

the railway work required on the whole Western front. He was 

doing very good work there, and he did not feel disposed to 

bring him back, more particularly as he also, like Sir Eric 

Geddes, had rather large ideas of the Staff required. He con

sidered General Stewart the best man for the purpose. He had 

an enormous capacity for getting work done. The only criti

oism against him was that he lacked aggressiveness in dealing 

with the Military Authorities. To meet this deflect it would be 

necessary for him to have a strong military backing at G.H0Q0 

3o 
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GENERAL WILSON suggested that General Stewart should "be 

put under the Quartermaster General at G.H.Q.. This was the 

"best solution in the opinion of the WA&&&ss^$'^^efcail^-si-ifcw

. olud-fcngr-GeneralaLawrenoB;. A 
THE PRILLS MINISTER and LORD MILNER Loth agreed that Gen

eral Travers Clarice, the Qjuartermaster-General at G.H.Q.. , 

would amply supply the element of aggressiveness which Gener

ral Stewart lacked. It was a further advantage that General 

JTravers Clarke wanted^ General Stewart for that purposed 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that Sir Eric Geddes and Sir 

Sam Pay would probably both raise a considerable protest against 

jthe ideas of railways "being put feack under the Quartermaster

/General. 

THE PRIMS MINISTER pointed out that the essential thing

was to make the system fit in with the characteristics of the 

men available and the needs of the "present situation, and that 

there was no question of principle involved. 
C O N C L U S I O N . 

^SJh^M^SS^ eo CL tiiafc:--

General StewarVshould be appointed as Head 
of the,-whole of the Railway Transportation in 
Efan.ee, and that this" Service, should be re
placed under the A^artermaster-General in 
prancev 

Lord Milner EX undertook to push the matter 
forward. 

GENERAL WILSON AND GENERAL EOCH. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that General Wilson should 

have another talk before long with General Poch, in order to 

ascertain General B̂ och.1 s plans for dealing with the German at

tack, more particularly in the contingency of the attack suc

ceeding. 

GENERAL J  ILSON mentioned that General Poch had at last f 

been induced to face the possibility of that contingency and 

to make plans for it. He understood that a letter from General \ 

Poch,suggesting his corning over, was on its way to him. General 

http://Efan.ee


Boon was seeing Sir Douglas Haig yesterday and today, and would 

probably want to see him after that. If the letter did not ar

rive , he would telegraph to find out. 

DOHD MILKER said that he had already suggested General 

Wilson going over early next week. He had been anxious, how

ever, to get certain other matters settled here before going 

over. 

R U S S I A . 

THE PRIME MINISTER reported that he had had a conversa

tion on the previous day with Mr. Leslie Urquhart, whom Sir 

A. Steel Maitland had brought to see him. Mr. Urquhart was 

positive that any force could go straight through Russia like 

a hot knife through butter. His view was that the Germans 

were aiming at getting across to the Caspian and so utilising 

the Volga Fleet for getting down the produce of Siberia, as 

well as copper, zinc, &c., from the Urals. THE PRIME MINISTER 

suggested that, as the United States did not seem disposed to 

do anything, it might be possible to get the Canadian Govern

ment to send a force of engineers, & c  , to Yladivostock, and 

that these, combined with the Czeoho-Slgv^c infantry, a few 

battalions of Japanese, and such French Officers as were theres 

might make a sufficient international force to take action. 

COLONEL AMERY mentioned that he had recently had a con

versation with Dr. Benes, Secretary of the Czecho-Slavoc Na

tional Council, who had stated that the Czecho-Slavoc troops 

at Yladivostock might be induced to take part in internation

al operations in Russia, but only if they were assured that 

this would bring them directly against the Atistrians or Ger

raans, and did not mean their taking part in civil war in Russia 

itself. He suggested that possibly the Australian Government, 

might also send a detachment of engineers. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that General Poole was just 

starting for Russia, and was determined to do what he could to 



bring about active military operations there. He was quite 

sanguine as to raising a large army. 

THE PRIME MINISTER referred to the fact that Mr. Lindley 

was also going, and apparently had no belief that anything 

could be done at all in Russia. 

0 0 IT 0 L U S I 0 N. 
It was agreed that:-

The question whether Mr. Lindley ought to 
go at all to Russia should be raised at the 
"Tar Cabinet immediately afterwards. 

UKRAINE. 

GENERAL WILSON read a telegram to General Macdonogh from 

an Agent who, in the past, had given trustworthy and useful 

information, stating that the Central Powers were now get

ting very substantial assistance from the Ukraine. 600 car

loads a day were going through to Austria, which was at pres

ent getting four-sevenths of the total food from the Ukraine, 

the remainder going to Germany. The cost of living in Aus

tria had gone down considerably, food was plentiful, and food 

cards were now hardly being used. The Austro-Hungarian crop 

prospects were also good. Eats and soap were still very 

scarce. Germany was busy organising the Ukraine and sending 

large quarj titles of agricultural machinery to Odessa,with 

the idea of finally displacing American machinery. His in

forrnant mentioned that he saw 5,000 Austrian prisoners a day 

coming back from Russia.. On the other hand., the bulk of the 

released. Russian prisoners were staying on in Germany and 

Austria for wages. Some 50 per cent, of the Roumanian oil

wells were now in working order. 

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
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WAR CABI HE T. 

NOTES OE A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, SAW., 
on MONDAY, MAY £7, 1918, at 11.15 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : -

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair): 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Hankey, Z.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

T:HE MILITARY SITUATION. 

GENERAL WILSON1 S remarks on the German attacks on the 

Chemins des Dames and the Belgians are not reproduced, as 

they were repeated at the War Cabinet later in the morning. 

(Aar Cabinet 418). 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 

The discussion on this subject is not reproduced, as the 

gist of it was repeated at the War Cabinet later in the 

morning, when General Harrington was present to give further 

details. (War Cabinet 418). 

EUTURB MILITARY POLICY. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he would like to have a pio

ture of the situation next year, as it appeared to General 

Wilson. At the present time we were having the utmost 

difficulty in working up the Allied Eorces on the Western 



front to an equality with the enemy. Gould General Wilson, 

he asked, see the time when the Allies would once more be as 

strong as 3 to 2 against the enemy? 

GENERAL WILSON said that the situation presented itself 

to him somewhat as follows:- We had before us two months of 

real anxiety. Provided we could surmount these two months 

they would be followed by two more months of serious, though 

diminishing anxiety. By the end of September we might hope, 

if all went well, to reach a time when our anxiety for the 

security of the Allied position on the Western front had 

practically disappeared. We should then have to devote our

selves to building up forces on the Western front for a tre

mendous and crushing blow at the enemy, which would take 

much time. It would be a great mistake to launch our blow un

til it had been fully prepared. ./e must indulge in no opera

tions of the Passchendaele type in this period. Consequently, 

between the time when our anxieties had been relieved and we 

would be able to strike a decisive blow on the Jestern front, 

a long period must exist. Re was examining the situation on 

the basis that this period might be employed for striking a 

blow in one or other of the outlying theatres. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the Germans could not 

afford to allow the Turks to be anocked out. 

GENERAL .71LSON agreed, and said that one of the objects 

of our blows in the outlying theatres would be to draw the 

enemy from the Western front. 

TEE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that by that time the ship

ping position ought to be again restored, which would render 

this policy the more practicable. 

GENERAL WILSON agreed and pointed out that the Indian Gov

ernment were raising 91 new battalions, which would facili

tate operations of the kind he had in view. He hoped that, 

when the first rush of infantry and machine-gunners had been 

S. 



brought from the United States of America, he might be able 
to bring a few additional railway companies to France, there
by releasing a few extra railway battalions for preparing our 

communications in the outlying theatres. 

0 0 A 0 I U S I 0 If. 
GENERAL WILSON undertook to give the Prime 

Minister a Memorandum on the whole subject. 

ITALYo 

GENERAL WILSON drew attention to a telegram he had re

ceived that morning from General Gavan, indicating that the 

Italian Intelligence Department believed that 10 German di

visions were being concentrated on the Italian front, which 

had caused the Italians to desist from their proposed of

fensive. General Macdonogh did not confirm this report, and 

believed it to be very unlikely, and was sending a telegram 

in this sense to Italy. GENERAL WILSON pointed out that this 

was not the first occasion on which the Italians had taken 

alarm at such rumours, which was deplorable. 

THE V.ESTERN FRONT. 

GENERAL.WILSON considered that the enemy had most to gain 

by postponing his attack till the first fortnight in June, as 

by these means he would be able to rest sufficiently for a 

renewed offensive the last of the divisions which had been 

knocked about in the Ypres-battle. If he attacked on a very 

large front, without very great depth, the attack would not 

last more than a fortnight, but by shortening the front of 

attack he might prolong it. On a front from Arras to Tillers-

Brettoneux, namely, 60 kilometres, with 100 divisions avail

able, he could ma£6 the original attack with 40 divisions, with 

2 reliefs of SO divisions apiece behind, and in this case the 

attack might be prolonged for quite a month. 

hi tehall Gardens, S.W.., 
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 M  R CABINET. 

- . NOTES OF A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W. ,
 on WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : -

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. Viscount Milner, G.C.B., 
G.O.M.G., Secretary of State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General. Staff: 

lieutenant-Colonel Sir M. P . A . Hankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

Lieutenant-Colonel L.S.Amery, M.P. , 

THE GERMAN OFFENSIVE. 

LORD MILNER reported that, when he had seen M. Clemenceau 

on the morning of the S7th, the latter had not taken a very 

gloomy view of the offensive and had, in fact, intimated that 

he was glad that the Germans had aftacked and had not compell

ed the French to do so. In Lord Milner's opinion the serious 

aspect of the situation lay in the possibly shaky state of 

French moral. The recent strikes had been decidedly ugly. 

They were definitely anti-war strikes, with the object of 

forcing from the Government a declaration as to its War Aims. 

GENERAL WILSON concurred in the anxiety expressed by Lord 

Milner with regard to the strike situation, and thought 

that it was possibly for this very reason that the Germans 

had decided to throw their weight upon the French. From a 

purely military point of view, if this was indeed the German 

1. 



main effort, and the French troops fought well, the general 

position was one with which we could "be satisfied. The oom

munications on the German side would be bad, unless and until 

they could get the Soissbns.-Ehe.ims railway in working order. 

In any case, he would much sooner see the Germans in Chateau 

Thierry than in Doullens. 

As regards the immediate situation, GENERAL WILSON expected 

that the Germans would get Soissons that day, and possibly 

Rheims as well. They were at Venizel, lg- kilometres outside 

Soissons. So far 16 German divisions had been identified, but 

General Ivlacdonogh and Intelligence G.H.Q.., considered that there 

were probably another 20 behind. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that he had telegraphed three 

questions:

(1) To ascertain the temperature at General Foch Ts 
Headquarters? 

(S) How the French troops were fighting? and 

(3) How General Foch envisaged the future? 

COMMUNICATION WITH GENERAL FOCH. 

In connection with the above, THE PRIME MINISTER drew at

tention to the absence of direct communication with General Foch 1 

Headquarters. 

GENERAL WILSON explained that he had tried to arrange this, 

but had been put off Owing to the idea that General Eoch was 

about to change his Headquarters, and for various other reasons. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to make a further effort 
to secure direct communication with General FochAs 
Headquarters. 

CAMOUFLAGE. 
THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the extraordinary suc

cess with which the Germans had concealed their offensive up 

to the last moment, and suggested there might, after all,be 

something in the suggestion put forward by Mr. Solomon that they 

had some specially successful means of camouflage, even if the 

http://Soissbns.-Ehe.ims


particular device suggested by Mr. Solomon was too fanciful. 

GENERAL WILSON did not think that there was anything more 

in the surprise than the abu^ance of cover provided by the 

wooded country on this front, and the excellence of the Ger

man railway system. Our own attacks at Arras, Messines, and 

Oambrai had been complete surprises. 

GAS SHELLING. 

In connection with the very heavy gas shelling now used by 

the Germans, more particularly with mustard gas, which linger

ed for some time, THE PRIME MINISTER raised the question how 

the Germans themselves crossed the infected zone? It was sug

gested that possibly the Germans might use some ointment 

which "protected the more vulnerable parts of their person from 

the effect of the mustard gas, or else that they definitely 

selected certain sectors of the front for gassing and certain 

others for passing through, thus going round the infected patch, 
done 

as they had kEKE in the case of Armentieres. 
C O N C L U S I O N . 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to look further into 
the matter. 

THE AMERICAN TROOPS. 

LORD MI LITER reported that he had inspected one of the Amer

ican divisions now attached for training purposes to General 

Rawlinsonrs Army. They were fine men, very keen, but also very 

raw. He had not been much impressed by the Senior Officers, 

but the younger ones seemed very intelligent. Relations with 

the British troops were excellent. The training ground was 

well chosen. He thought that they wanted at least a month or 

six weeks' more training, though they might be available at a 

pinch even earlier. He understood that one of the divisions 

which he had not seen was rather more advanced than the others. 

With regard to the manner in which they were to be employed 

in action, he had understood from Sir Douglas Haig that they 

were to be trained by the cadre divisions, but that when 



trained they were to he attached, first by battalions, and af

terwards by regiments (brigades) to our fighting divisions. 

GENERAL WILSON was not quite sure whether this plan had not 

been changed. He had received a telephone message from which 

he understood that at General Poch's instance it was now ar

ranged that the cadre divisions should go into the line with 

their American infantry, as soon as the" training of the lat

ter was complete. He was, however, 'expecting a letter from 

Sir Douglas Haig on the subject. 

As regards the actual numbers, LORD MILNER stated that there 

were now 90,000 American troops behind our line mainly con

sisting of infantry and machine-gunners, and that we were short

ly to have a total of 10 divisions -- (12,000 infantry and 

3,000 machine-gunners per division) -- which was about as much 

as we could handle. 

GENERAL WILSON reported that he had had a telegram from 

General headquarters with reference to the questions ashed on 

the previous day (War Cabinet 418). There were now attached 

to the British force in France the equivalent of 57-g-battalions 

and 65 machine-gun companies, or about 70,000 fighting sold

iers in all. Of these none were fit for the line at present, 

and 12 battalions would be fit for the line in six weeks 1 time. 

THE PRIME MINISTER expressed astonishment that, in view of 

the past training of these troops and the fact that 20,000 

of them had already been a month in Prance, it would be so long 

before they were available to put into the line. 

LORD MILNER also considered that a rather pessimistic view. 

Undoubtedly it would be desirable to give the troops that 

amount of training, but they could be ready sooner if it was 

absolutely essential to put them in. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that what he wished to have was a 

clear statement bringing out the position both at the present 

time and, say, on the 1st August*,-3baa? aagsgBasd sturaaB

4c 



(a) As to the number of American troops brought over to 
Franc e: and 

(b) As to the numbers actually passed into the fighting line. 

Further, he would wish very much to know what president 7/1Ison 

really had in his mind with regard to the conduct of the War 

for next year. 

GENERAL WILSON explained that the War Office were working 

out a statement which would cover most of the questions with 

regard to the American position. 

THE MILITARY POSITION DURING THE NEXT 
FEW MONTHS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was anxious to have a con

spec tus of the situation during the next four months from the 

point of view of actual numbers. He wished to know what our 

estimated losses might be during the period, what we could 

fill up with from British and American sources, and how we 

should stand at the end of each successive month. 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that a statement which would cov

er these points was being prepared. General Harrington was, 

however, waiting for the letter from Sir Douglas Haig,. in order 

to ascertain exactly what was going to be done with the Ameri

can divisions. 

STATISTICAL INFORMATION IN THE WAR OFEIOB. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the difficulty of get

ting satisfactory information of a statistical character from 

the War Office. Nobody seemed responsible for supplying it, 

and the figures produced were continua-lly varying, as, for in

stance, in the case of the figures produced to the Man-Power 

Committee. In the Ministry of Munitions he had had at his 

hand Mr. Layton, who was an Officer specially responsible for 

furnishing him with full statistical information at a moment rs 

notice on any aspect of the work of the Ministry, and he sug

gested that something of the same sort could be arranged in the 

War Office. 



C5S0H0-SLOVAKS. 

LORD MILKER .reported that 1.1. Clernenceau had been quite will

ing to agree to our having the oomplete control over the 

Czecho-Slovak troops at Archangel and Murmansk and generally 

to our settling the policy with regard to the extent to which 

they should be used there or sent to Europe. With regard to 

those at Vladivostock, however, he was determined to have them 

brought over to France. He did not consider that they would 

want to fight in Russia, or would care to fight alongside with 

the Japanese. 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained that it was decided at a Meet

ing with M. Pichon on the previous day to carry 4,500 a month 

to Vancouver, of whom the first 4,500 would be in Prance by 

September. The matter, however, would be definitely settled 

at Versailles. It had been assumed throughout the discussion 

that the Ozecho-Slovaks could only be brought over at the ex

pense of American troopso 

LORD MILKER pointed out that, as a matter of fact, the Amer

ican supply would probably be nearly exhausted in two months1 

time, so that st-here would be plenty of room then for shipping 

Czecho-Slovaks eastwards from America in the shipping now bring

ing American troops. In any case, he was not sure that the 

trained Czecho-Slovaks would not be more useful in Prance than 

the same number of untrained Americans. He thought it was 

necessary to ask the Japanese to help to get them shipped to 

Vancouver, and did not think that this would be taken by the 

Japanese to mean that we had abandoned all idea of intervention 

in Siberia. 

GERMAN INTENTIONS IK PALESTINE. 

THE PRIME MINISTER reported a message he had received from 

a Turkish source,which had proved accurate on previous occa

sions,that 30,000 Germans with 60 batteries were leaving for 

Asia, presumably, Palestine, and the message advised us not 



to push, too far, but to hold on to the conquered territory. 

50 aeroplanes, with s"&s; instructors, but no pilots, were also 

being sent down. The message added that the recent visit of 

the Emperor Charles to Constantinople had been entirely run by 

the German Ambassador, and that Enver held rather aloof0 

GENERAL ALISON mentioned that information received by Gen

eral Macdonogh pointed to the possibility of as many as 70,000 

Germans going southwards. 

MEETING OE THE SUPREME .VAR COUNCIL. 

LORD MILNER drew attention to the physical difficulties,in 

the present state of the traffic on the roads,of getting the 

Supreme War Council assembled. He was in favour of reducing 
* 

the number of those going to a minimum, and of investigating 

the possibility of going by way of Havre and.'thence by special 

train. 

THE PRIME MINISTER also drew attention to the undesirabil

ity of drawing away General Eoch and other soldiers from their 

pressing duties in the middle of the great battle, and suggest

ed the possibility of the Meeting taking place at some point 

in the neighbourhood of General Eochls Headquarters, which could 
be accessible by motor from Dieppe. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 

It was decided to ascertain General EoclWs convenience 
in the matter. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
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WAR CABINET. 

NOTES OE A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W. ,
on THURSDAY, MAY SO, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : -

THE PRIME MINISTER fin the Chair) 

The Rt. Hon. Viscount Milner, G.C.B., 
G.C.M.G., Secretary of State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, E.C.B., P. 8 . 0 . , 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.HanEey, K.G.B. , 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

Lieutenant-Colonel L.S.Amery, M.P. 

?HE GERMAN OEEENSIVE. 

GENERAL WILSON reported that £4 German divisions had been 

identified so far. Of these 4 had never been in action at 

all; the remaining SO had been in action on the Somme, and 

had all had at least a month 1s rest. All these divisions 

belonged to the Crown Prince's Army. Behind these the Crown 

Prince had, of his own Army, 5 quite fresh divisions, and 13 

which had not yet had a complete month's rest. £he Crown 

Prince, in fact, had 35 divisions to draw upon for the of

fensive, without touching upon Prince Rupprechfs army to 

his right. The latter had 105 divisions all told. If, in 

the next few days, it was clear that the Grown Prince was 

not drawing upon Prince Rupprechfs army, we might reason

ably conclude that the latter was contemplating an offensive 

against the British part of the line. 
1. 



General Foch had brought altogether 24 divisions to face 

the offensive, mostly drawn from North of the point of at

tack, but not North of the Somme. He had, however, warned 

Sir Douglas Haig that he might have to withdraw General Maistre 

and the whole or part of the D.A.N., and that Sir Douglas 

Haig would have to form a reserve of his own. 

IM3 PRIME MINISTER and LORD MILNER both expressed the op

inion that, when sufficient French troops had been drawn 

South, the Germans would attack us. 

THIS PRIME MINISTER quoted an article of Herr Dernbourg's, 

which indicated that the Germans had great contempt for our 

leadership. 

MEETING OF THE SUPREME WAR COUNCIL. 

THE PRIME MINISTER stated that, in answer to a telephone 

message suggesting the possible postponement of the Supreme 

War Council, Monsieur Clemenceau had replied that General 

Foch Insisted upon holding it. The British party woiild go 

to Dieppe. Whether the Meeting would take place at or near 

Dieppe, or at Versailles, was not yet clear. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 

May SO,1918. 
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10TBS OP A C01TVERSATIOP at 10 Downing Street, S.W.', 
on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 1918, at 11.30 a.m. 

p r e s e n t : -

MI1TIST1R (in the Chair) 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.CM.G., Secretary of State 
for War: 

General Sir A. Ho Si Is on, K . C B . , D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lto-Col. Sir M.P.A.Hankey, E.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

It. Col. L.S.Amery, Mo]?, 

TrPS MILITARY SITUATION. 

GAP11RAL WILSON read, a communication from Field Marshal 

Sir Douglas Haig signed by General Lawrence, dated June 4, 

1918, (0-A.D.861/1) covering telegrams exchanged between 

General Foch and Sir Douglas Haig. In view of the devel

opment of the -attach towards Paris, s-nd the withdrawal of 

French reserves in this direction, General Foch had asxed 

Sir Douglas Haig to send. 3 divisions from his Reserve, with 

a view to establishingwastride the Somme west of Amiens, 

whence they might be used as a reserve for either the French 

or British Armies. Sir Douglas Haig had replied that he 

was taking steps at once to comply with General Facias re

quest, but wished to enter a formal protest in view of 

the situation on his own front and the withdrawal from the 

British area of %im- French reserves , and of l( American 



divisions — against the removal of any portion of the Brit

ish Army from his Command until it was definitely establish-! 

ed that most of the reserves available for the Crown prince 

from prince Rupprechfs command had been absorbed into the 

battle. Sir Douglas Haig further pointed out to General 

Poch that the enemy 1s preparations for an attach on the 

British Front were well advanced, that he could not afford 

to cede mrraa ground between the Somme and the lys, and that 

Mmmik^ £forth of the Lys in the Ypres salient he would have 

to fight under unfavourable conditions. Under the circum

stances, the removal beyond his reach of any part of his al

ready inadequate reserves might be disastrous. The tele

gram concluded with the request that the 9th Corps and the 

remainder of the 19th division might be withdrawn West of 

Amiens for reconstitution. GENERAL WILSON urew attention 

to the fact that Field Marshal Haig had made a protest 

against the orders given him. He himself considered that, 

under the circumstances, there was only one course open, 

and that was for the Northern part of the British forces 

to fall bach on the flooded line oTfEfc.Omer,7 and so short

ening the front to be held. He was absolutely convinced 

that, we were not in a position to hold, the present line 

against the attach that prince Rupprecht, who still had 

divisions in reserve, could deliver against us. General 

poch still insisted on his formula that no foot of ground 

should be given. But on this point Generals Retain, Ant

fcoine ,EEO£ Field Marshal Haig, as well as General Wilson 

-.... himself, were against him. The formula had already i s i i 
, f t " ? ' ^^Yjled to the mishap on the Chemin des Dames, and a consequent 

a. /extension of our line by over 30 miles. If the formula 

were persisted in General Foch would lose the War. ihWhfs /' 

\ opinion, the British Army^had not a  % £ G ^ R enhance against 

Prince Rupprecht under such conditions. General EochAs 



request really raised the issue which he understood had 

"been settled by the unanimous agreement of May 2, that if 

it came to a choice between defending the Channel ports and 

maintaining' the French line, we should decide upon the lat

ter. He once again laid the utmost stress on the necessity 

of taking this step immediately, and apprehended that, even 

now, it might be too late. 

LORD MILNERi considered that General Foch was right in 

bringing these divisions astride the Somme. But it was a 

necessary consequence of this step that we should begin to 

come back on the North. In view of the strength of prince 

Rupprecht's reserves,and the possibility of his attacking 

both at Montdidier and in the North, it was impossible for 

as to hold so long a line. By shortening the line we would; 

create new reserves which would replace the ones taken from 

General Byng's Army. The swing-back had to begin, and so 

far did not involve giving up the Channel ports, though it 

imperilled Dunkirk, and raised the question of what the Bel

gian Army was to do. GENERAL WILSON said he had discussed 

the latter point with General Antifcoine, who said he could 

fix it up with the Queen of the Belgians in half-an-hour. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the fact that the 

American troops, in spite of their lack of Draining, had ap

parently met the new German style of fighting very wello 

This style was practically the old Boer method of Individ

ual stalking with the substitution of the machine-gun for 

the rifle, and,in dealing with it,troops who were used to 

open country and not trench stale, had an advantage. He 

-was sure the Americans could be put into line more quickly 

than had been contemplated, and there were lQ divisions of 

them already available, or available shortly. , 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that 5 of these were already' 
st&c f 

in-line, but agreed it was worth while pushing the Americans 

forward as quickly as possible, 



THE PRIME MINISTER considered that the issue with regard 

to the withdrawal to the St. Oiaer line was too serious to 

he settled without:a formal decision. He wished to have, 

first of all, an- immediate formal decision from the War 

Cabinet, to be followed by an Allied Council of War. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 

dune 5, 1918 * 
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 2TO-223 OE A C02TVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W. ,
on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 1918, at 2.30 p.m. 

P r e s e nt:-

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. tihe Viscount Mi liter, 
G.C.B., G.CM.G-, Secretary of 
State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., 
D.S.O., Chief of the Imperial 
General Staff: 

Lt.-Col. Sir LI.P.A.Hankey, 1 . 0 - 3 . 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

Lt.-Col. L.S.Amery, M.P., 

I REIiAND. 
RIME MINISTER mentioned that Mr. Long had stated there 

were now 101 ,000 troops in Ireland, which seemed an unnecess

ary number in view of the recent proclamation and the postpone

ment of the question of Conscription. 

C O N C L U S I Q N. 

GENERAL WILSON undertook -bo find out from Lord French 
what serviceable troops, and of what categories, could 
be spared from Ireland. 

UTILISATION OF AMERICAN GUNNERS * 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that we had lost a great many gun

ners. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that General pershing might be 

approached with the suggestion that some of the surplus Amer

ican gunners now In France should have a course of training 

with our guns. l. 



GENERAL WILSON pointed out that the American gunners train

ing behind the line lor field guns were using French guns, and 

were earmarked for the French, but he might certainly apply 

for gunners to use with our heavy guns. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 
GENERAL WILSON undertook to approach General 
Eershing on the matter, 

EWE kill A AIY SITUATION. 
LORE MILKER, resuming the morning1s discussion, pointed 

out that the fact that we have to let 3 of our divisions go 

astride the Somme gave us an occasion for putting the screw on 

General Foch to agree to the shortening of the line on the 

North. With regard to that he wished to suggest that there 

might possibly be an intermediate line short of the St. Omer 

line, -which would be equally short, if not shorter, and would 

also be partially protected by floods. He would like the mat

ter to be carefully gone into before a decision was taken. 

EES PRIME MINISTER said it was essential that both Lord Mil

ner and General Wilson £Would go over and insist upon a reoon

sideration of General FochSs present decision at a Council of 

Jar, justifying the demand for such, a Council by the new situa

tion created by tne demand for the 3 divisions. They would 

no doubt concentrate, in the first place, on persuading General 

Foch to sanction the shortening of the line; failing that, he 

suggested that they should press for retaining some, at any 

rate, of the American divisions till new American divisions were 

available; thus two or three might be allowed to go, but the 

others kept back till further American divisions were ready 

to take their place. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that one of the American divisions 

was just starting for Alsace. These American divisions were 

the ones which had been with British divisional cadres, and 

they were taking with them all the gear of the British divisions, 

2. 



but not the British cadres, so that the latter were available 

to be immediately refilled with another 12 American battal

ions apiece and. to start away at once with the training of ad

ditional American divisions. 

LOAD MILNSR suggested that the most natural thing was to re

move the American divisions behind the Amiens-Montdidier front, 

but foresaw difficulties in the way of getting General Foch and 

General Pershing to agree to a change in the programme which 

had already been settled.. 

GENERAL 111501 thought that General Aoca. probably did not 

think the Americans good enough for the battle area and pre

ferred to send them to a quiet part of the line and get back 

their equivalent in French divisions. lor a similar reason he 

was unwilling to agree to General Wilson1s suggestion that the 

divisions of the D.A.N. , should be brought down behind Amiens. 

As regards the latter, General poch might possibly think that 

as long as they were there it gave him a better say in refus

ing the British demand for a shortening of the line. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to make arrangements at once 
for himself and Lord Milner to cross on the following 
day, providing General Poch could, attend, and, If 
possible, also M. Glernenceau. The plane of Meeting 
to be somewhere in the Montreuil-Abbeville region. 

I WILY. 

THE PRIME MINISTER raised the question whether General Wil

son should go on to Italy. The real crisis was not likely to 

take place till the Germans saw our reserves being withdrawn, 

and he might consequently have time to be back from Italy be

fore then. 
0 0 N O I U S I 0 N. 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to consider the question and 
meanwhile telegraph to Italy. 

POSSIBILITY OF EVACUATING TROOPS FROM FRANCE. 
There was some discussion of the rate at which troops could 



transported from France in the eventuality of a sudden 

aster. 

THE PRIME MINISTER undertook to speak to Mr. Graeme 
Thomson with a view to the Admiralty and the Ministry 
of Shipping making a study as to what would he the 
maximum of troops that could he got out of Prance in 
an emergency. 

Whitehall Gardens, S-W., 

June 6, 1918. 
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-./AR CABINET. 

NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S. W.,
on THURSDAY, JUNE 6, 1918 , at 1 1 . 1 5 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : 

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. A. Bonar Law, TIT "D 
Chancellor of the Exchequer: 
(for the latter part only): 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Secretary of 
State for Ear: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.0 . , 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lt,-Col. Sir M.p.A.Hankey, K..0.B. ,
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

It.-Col. L.S.Amery, M.P., 

IrvELAND. 
THE PRIME MINISTER mentioned that Field Marshal French 

had already given instructions for certain drafts to leave 

Ireland for France. 

FORCES AT SALQNICA. 

GENERAL WILSON drew attention to a somewhat misleading 

telegram (No.485) sent by the Foreign Office to Lord Gran

ville, stating that there was 'no intention of weakening the 

Allied forces at Salonica. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 

It was decided to bring up the matter at the 
War Cabinet. 

THE MILITARY SITUATION. 

There was a further discussion on the question of the 

1. 



withdrawal of 3 divisions from ins: Sir Douglas £[aig to the 

reserve behind Amiens and the sending of 5 American divi

sions to Alsace. 

GENERA! WILSON pointed out that a withdrawal even as far 

as the Bergues line would save 5 or 4 divisions, and though 

it would eventually deprive us of theb.se of Dunkirk,-, it would 

not give the use of it to the Germans. He mentioned that a 

great deal of the stuff had been moved away from Dunkirk 

already, and that arrangements had been made so that the 

place could be very quickly destroyed as far as its useful

ness to the enemy went. If General Eoch was not prepared 

to accept a withdrawal on the North now, he thought it would 

be only reasonable to ask him to agree that if Sir Douglas 

Haig sent three divisions across the homme, he should be 

allowed to use his own discretion in the North as to the best 

way of fighting his own battle. phis would leave Sir Doug

las Haig free to draw in his left as soon as he saw signs 

of a strong German concentration against him. phis would 

involve warning the Belgians,which could be done by General 

Antoine or General plumer, both of whom got on much better 

with the Hing and Queen than General Eoch did. 

There was also some farther discussion of the alternative 

of leaving the American divisions, or mo st of them, and us

ing them to replace 4 divisions of the D.A.N-, in the North

ern sector, which could then take the place of the Erench 

divisions General Eoch wished to bring up from Alsace. The 

Americans did not like to go down to Alsace, and the whole 

proceeding would take much longer. It was concluded that, 

in any case, General Eoch would have to make some concession, 

either agreeing to a withdrawal now, or to giving Sir Douglas 

Haig a free hand to withdraw when necessary, or else leave 

the Americans in. the British area in place of the divisions 

of the D.A.N., 

S. 

http://theb.se


Attention was drawn to the fact that no really definite 

military declaration had "been secured from General Poch 

at the Meeting of the Supreme Mar Council in favour of in

tervention. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 

LORD MILKER and GENERAL J I L S Q M undertook to secure 
such a declaration from General Poch. 

2, Phitehall Gardens, S.W** 

June 6 , 1918o 
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SEE CABINET. 

NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, 3.W., 
on MONDAY, JUNE 10, 1918, at 11.15 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : -

THE PRIME MINISTER fin the Chair): 

The Rt, Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.G0M0G., Secretary of State 
for Mar: 

General Sir H.H-oWiison, K . C B . , D.S.O.,. 
Chief of the Imperial General Staffs 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Auckland Geddes, K . C B . , M.p. , 
Minister of National Service; 
(For "Man-Power" only). 

Lto-Col. L.S.Amery, M.p., 

THE MILITARY SITUATION. 

GENERAL WILSON reported that the news so far was not un

satisfactory. The French claimed to have punished the Ger

mans heavily, and though they had pushed in a depth of some 

6,000 yards on a frontage of 30,000 yards, they had very dif 

ficia.lt country in front of them. Only 11 German divisions 

had been identified so far, including, however, two of the 

best from prince Rupprecht's reserve. He was not inclined 

to think that this was the big attack, or, at any rate, the 

only attack. Three new German divisions had been reported 

In or immediately behind ths Bailleul, and he suspected the 

German plan might be to try and draw away our reserves both 

to the North and to the South before making a decisive 

attack on the Arras-Amiens front. General Foch himself was 

http://ficia.lt


rather inclining towards that opinion, at any rate, he had 

warned General petain to be prepared to send divisions north

wards in rear of the British line. 

Generally speaking, he foresaw another two months of great 

anxiety. If we could hang on approximately on our present 

line till the beginning of August, that anxiety would begin 

to diminish, and would be gone by October. 

LOAD MILNER reported that he had discussed the question 

of falling back to St. Omer with. General plumer, who was very 

strongly opposed to the idea from the point of view of its 

effect on the moral of his own troops, and more particularly 

of the Belgians. He certainly did not consider it necessary, 
* 

as far at any rate as the situation on his own front was con

cerned. 

AIEERIOAE GO OPERATE OH. 

GENERAL WILSON raised the question of the allotment of such 

American troops as arrived in France during the present month. 

THE PRIMES MINISTER and LORE MILNER agreed that, in view of 

the withdrawal of the 5 divisions previously sent us, all 

Americans arriving in June up to a total of 10 divisions in 

any case would come to us. // With regard to the replacements 

for these divisions, GENERAL WILSON mentioned that large 

camps were being formed in England, as the area immediately 

behind sh our line in France was getting too congested. With 

regard to the shortage of horses and rolling kitchens, he 

thought this could be surmounted. A reduction was being 

made of the horses in the artillery wagons to meet this nee

essity, and as regards the cooking, they could do with dixies 

for the time being. 

THE NEW "B" DIVISIONS. 

GENERAL WILSON stated that, in view of Sir Douglas Haig Ts 

reluctance to make up divisions from the 60,000 "B" men we 

propose to send from England, he had ordered Sir Douglas Haig 



to send 3 cadre divisions over to England, with a view to 

making up the divisions on this side. Eo very large extra 

transport requirement was involved in bringing back the cadres 

and he thought the divisions could be organised more quickly 

on this side. He hoped, in fact, to be able to send the first 

division back within a fortnight of the bringing over of the 

cadre, and the others soon after. He proposed to utilise 

some of Che trained men who might be released from Ireland 

to stiffen these divisions. 

GERI.E.P TROOP -. POP THE EASg. 

GrEHEHAL iWELSON mentioned that the Divisional Headquarters 

of the German 217th Division had sailed for Batoum, and Gen

eral Macdonogh considered that probably the whole of the di

vision was going to the Caucasus. 

ITALY. 
GENERAL WILSON reported that there were no signs of -any 

German troops going to Italy. He was awaiting a telegram from 

General Diaz as to the latter1s plan. 

IIQRAL 32IMUL.ATTS POP THE TROOPS. . 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the skilful way in 

which the Germans made use of any successes they gained by 

circulating them among the whole of their forces in order to 

keep up their spirits, and asked whether enough of the same 

sort was done in our Army? He thought a great deal might be 

made of the steady arrival of the Americans, and of any in

cidents which showed that they were good fighting troops. No 

troops liked to feel that they had an empty battlefield behind 

them. 
C O N C L U S I O N . 

GENERAL WILSON -undertook to look into the matter, but 
suggested that our Officers, and possibly some of our 
men had got into the way of paying more attention to 
the enemy communiques than to any information circulated 
by our own Authorities. 



INFORMATION TO THE PRESS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the annoyance which 

had been caused in France by press statements apparently bas

ed on the statements of the General Staff, to the effect 

that the French troops had. not ; fought well. 

GENERAL .7ILS0N pointed out that, in the case of the "star" 

newspaper, they had put in the very opposite of what they had 

been told, and that it was impossible to forestall that sort 

of abuse. 

THE PRIME MINISTER, however, still considered that not suf

ficient care was exercised in these statements, and referred 

to a document from the same source supplied to Mr. Barnes for 

the purpose of a speech, which had fortunately "been suppress

ed in time. 

. C O N O L U S I Q E. 

LOME MILNER undertook to let the prime Minister see 
copies of the actual statements made to the press 
on beaalf of the General Staff. 

MAN-P0;-/ER. 

THE PEIME MINISTER read some extracts from a letter which 

had been sent to Lord Burnham, purporting to give the views 

of the French Government, which reproduced, in exaggerated 

form, the current French view that we still maintain an enor

mous force in this country, and set up an unduly high stand

ard of fitness, by which we limit the numbers available for 

France. 

GENERAL PILSON mentioned that Colonel Roure, the French 0"f

ficer who had come- over to investigate the matter', had, he 

understood, been pleased with what he had seen. He gathered 

that the Adjutant General was working hard to make it clear 

to the French that these large numbers were not, as a matter 

of fact, available in the Home Army. 

SIR AUCKLAND GEDDE5 said that he had just been conferring 

with Colonel Roure, and his French colleague, and found them 

4 . 



very hurt at the reception they had met with at the War Of

fice, and which he thought must have been due to some misunder

standing. Their impression so far was that a good many men 

could still be got out of the Home Forces. They a/ere part

icularly struck by the large numbers of A. men (about 7 4 , 0 0 0 ) 

who were unavailable as being either in cadres or undergoing 

specialist training. With regard to the question of men in 

civil life, he had gone through corresponding classes of needs 

in England and France, and shown that the proportions retain

ed in civil life, both in France and in England, were substan

tially the same. The French Officers had not had the slights 

est idea of the extent of our Naval requirements, or of our 

Naval casualties. They had also begun, by crediting this 

country with nearly 2 million mere males than it possessed, 

which accounted for much of the mistaken impression with 

which they had started. 

THE PHIIIE MINISTER thought it would be a good thing-if he 

saw the French Officers himself after they had gone more fully 

into the matter. 

S, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.? 

Jane 1 0 , 1918 . 
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S J i i l i ' WAR CABINET. 

NOTES OF A CONVERSATION held at 10 Downing 
Street, S.W., on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18, 1218, 
at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t:-

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Ohair): 

The Rt. Hon. the Visoount Milner, 
S o O o B o 9 G-.C.M.G., Secretary of 
State for War: 

General Sir Ho HoWilson, K.C*B*, D.S.O., 
Ohief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lto-Col. Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K.CB. * 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

Ltc"-Col. L.S.Amery, M.P., 

STATE OF BRITISH DIVISIONS. 
GENERAL WILSON mentioned that Sir Douglas Haig was rs

oonstituting the whole of the 5 divisions which had been 
through the Champagne fighting, 3 immediately and the other 
2 as soon as he oould fill them with the battalions whioh 
were coming from Egypt and Salonioa. He was also reoonstitut
ing S second-class divisions with B. men, who had been sent 
out before the 60,000. (See Z-lO). With S cadre divisions 
training 5 American divisions, that left only 2 oadres instead 
of 3 to send back to England for training B* men. If these 
shaped well General Wilson proposed to make up the 3rd division 

lo 



of B. men with, cadres in England; otherwise, he would send 
the balance of B. men as drafts^ :Jjo France; in this way we 
should shortly have in Franoe wf first-class divisions (in
oluding 10 Colonial divisions); & B. divisions formed in 
France; 2 or 3 B. divisions formed in England; and Z cadres 
training American troops, or a total in all of 61 or 6S divi
sions. In other words, our divisional position, allowing for 
divisions brought to France from Egypt and Italy, would "be 
substantially as before. 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 
With regard to the allotment of American troops arriving 

in France during the present month (See X-lO) , GENERAL WILSON 
reported that as he had some doubt whether the Americans real

ly meant to allot them to the British zone for training, he 
had made /inquiries and had just received a telegram from Sea* 
^^Iwagstaff with General Pershing to the effect that it was 
not contemplated that any American divisions arriving this 
month were to come to the British zone in replacement of the 
5 which had begun their training with British cadres, but were 
now being transferred to the French and trained in French 
cadres. 

LORD MILKER admitted that, at the present moment, we were 
not9 as a matter of faot, in a position to handle more Ameri
oan troops, and that the French had probably a much larger 
supply of surplus cadres or officers who could help the train
ing of American troops. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that if we had any heavy 
fighting in the near future, as was probable, we should cer
tainly have some more cadres available for training Americans. 
In any case this seemed to him a going back on our whole agree
ment with the Americans and he considered that it was essen
tial that a protest should be madee 



GENERAL WILSON said he had discussed the matter with Gen
eral Bu Cane, who was going over that day fully seized of the 
point and would raise it at once with General Eooh. 

AMERICAN GUNNERS * 
With referenoe to the suggestion that General Pershing should 

lend us the services of American gunners for training, and to 
make good our deficiencies, GENERAL WILSON reported that he 
had not yet heard anything further. (XR \. 

C O N C L U S I O N . 
GENERAL WILSON undertook to telegraph to General 
Lawrence to find out what action he had taken with 
general Pershing in the matter and with what result. 

MAN-POWER. 
i 

GENERAL WILSON stated that he understood Colonel Roure's 
report was going to he unfavourable to the War office. His 
opinion apparently was that the Army Council were squandering 
their man-power in auxiliary services. He gathered that Col
one1 Roure had no intention of showing his report to use 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that it was essential that he should 
see Colonel Roure, and have his report, or, at any rate, hie 
views in writing, and that if he refused to do so, he would at 
once telegraph to Monsieur Clemenoeau protesting against a 
breach of the agreement under which Colonel Roure was sent over* 

C O N C L U S I O N . . 
THE PRIME MINISTER undertook to see Colonel Roure 
that afternoon. 

REARWARD SERVICES. 
With referenoe to the above, THE PRIME MINISTER considered 

that Colonel Roure was probably right with regard to the waste 
'0f our man-power. Various reports showed that the present 
Labour organisation was very defective. Sir Robert Borden had 
also pointed out to him that the Canadian Corps had both in 
putting out wire and in trench work done ten times as much as 



any corresponding unit of the British Army, and had formed 
a very low opinion of the engineering arrangements of the Army 
generally. 

It was pointed out that the Canadians had enjoyed advantage 
es in the shape of being always kept together as a Corps and 
mostly in the same place, although it was held that even 
these advantages oould not account for more than a part of the 
difference. 

LORD MILKER said that this really opened up the whole large 
question of the Rearward Services, which he had been attempt
ing to get settled in spite of very considerable opposition 
from Sir Eric Geddes, General Nash, and Sir Douglas Haig. 
What was required was both a better distribution of our 
labour and a better system of inspection. Our railway ser
vioe had been organised on the basis of an advance to the 
Rhine, and was much too extravagant for present conditions. 
He considered that what was really needed was a single big 
administrative branch to cover both the Q.M.Gfs Department, 
the R.E., work, and the railways. 

THE PRIME MINISTER admitted the need of a re-organisation, 
and considered that it was also most essential to secure a 
really first-class man as Head of the whole engineering work. 
What was required was a Todlebea. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that he had suggested General Har
per as suitable for that post. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that possibly the Chief Engin
eer of the Canadian Corps, who had done such remarkable work 
with his Corps, might also be considered. A big civil engin
eer with some military experience was probably the best man 
for the task. 

^itehall Gardens, S.W., 
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IHE Prime Minister (in the Chair), 
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State for War. 

General Sir Henry H.Wilson, K.C.E., 
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Secretary, War Cabinet, 
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THE SITUATION IN FRANCE. 

GENERAL WILSON reported that the French were fairly 

satisfied with the position. All his information convinced him 

more and more that the Germans meant to deliver their blow North 

of Amiens. The Director of Military Intelligence was not certain 

whether the whole of the Crown Prince's reserves had yet been used 

up, but in any case General Wilson thought that the Germans would 

continue the battle on the present front until the whole of their 



reserves were used up, in other words, possibly for another week, 

in order to draw down all they could of General Fooh 7s reserves, 

before they struck against us. 

LORD MILNER suggested that possibly the German blow might 

be directed to Separating the two Armies South rather than North 

of Amiens, the Germans first pressing the French back on the envi

rons of Paris and then striking westwards towards Rouen and Havre. 

GENERAL WILSON replied that, wherever they struck, General 

Foch was determined to keep the two Armies in contact, and had made 

his arrangements accordingly. In answer to questions by the Prime 

Minister, GENERAL WILSON stated that the forthcoming offensive 

might be expected to begin about the 31st, and last until July 

5th. The Germans would then require at least a month's rest before 

they cou&d make another attack. Our own new crop of men would only 

begin to be available to fill up our Divisions from the middle of 

August onwards, so that if the battle began again on the 5th August 

we should have to depend upon the Americans. 

AMERICAN CO-OPERATION. 

LORD MILNER stated that the five American Divisions now 

with our Army would amount to about 100,000 men by the beginning 

of August. By that time there would, of course, be a good many 

more American troops in France. There were six Divisions coming 

this month, but the question was whether they would be attached to 

xis . 

THE PRIME MINISTER considered it essential that we should 

make a fight in order to secure the ten Divisions which had been 

originally allotted to u s a 

In answer to the Prime Minister, GENERAL WILSON admitted 

that some of the five American Divisions now with us might have to 

be put into the line even before the 5th July, although it might 

be murder to do so. 



FRENCH MORAL. 

THE PRIME MINISTER reported that M. Zakharoff, a friend 

of M.Clemenceau's,in a conversation with him had assured him 

that, although M. Olemenceau might fall, Prance was bound to go 

on. The women of France were absolutely sound, and, as long as 

they were so, no French statesman could breathe the word "Peace". 

He thought that probably M. Briand or M.Bart ho u would come in. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that M. Clemenceau was again 

urging very strongly that we were not playing our part as regards 

the provision of men. 

THE THREAT TO PARIS. 
* 

GENERAL WILSON reported that the population of Paris was 

now quite determined that they ought to go on whether Paris came 

under shell-fire or not. What would be serious would be the rail

way situation if once the Germans got as far as Senlis or Meaux, 

and could get the Ceinture Railway under shell-fire, as that 

railway was now carrying practically all the traffic between 

North, and South. There were some single lines, of very limited 

capacity, near Paris, and General Nash was going over to see which 

of them could be doubled. GENERAL WILSON suggested that it was 

of great importance that the Prime Minister should get into 

touch with President Wilson, and find out what he was prepared to 

do if the French lost Paris and if the general situation became 

critical. It was essential to know whether the United States 

were prepared to go on in all circumstances. 

JAPANESE INTERVENTION IN RUSSIA. 

GENERAL WILSON reported that, when he was over in France 

with Lord Milner in the previous week, M. Olemenceau had stated 

that he hoped to get an answer from President Wilson, on the 



subject of Japanese intervention in Russia, within 43 hours, 

through an American channel. Failing such an answer, he would 

agree to General Poch*.s name being quoted in a telegram in favour 

of intervention, or to General Poch sending a message himself. 

Apparently no such answer iiad come, and he now gathered that M. 

Glemenceau did not wish General Poeh tc send the message. 

LORD MILNER said that Id. Clemenceau was very reluctant, 

in view of the great influence which General Pooh's name carried 

with President Wilson, to make too free use of it. He was afraid 

that we had really lost the tide in connection with intervention, 

owing to the fighting that was going on between the Ozecho-Slovaks 

and the organised prisoners of war in Siberia,, 

THE PRIME MINISTER considered, that M. Clemenceau was not 

really very eager about Japanese intervention at this moment, be

cause he doubted whether President Wilson really would take any 

action, and because he was more anxious to get his Gzeeho-Slovaks 

away. 

2, Whit eha11 Gardens, S.W., 
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e 0 o 

THE MILITARY SITUATION. 

raansk GENERAL WILSON reported that l-£ German Divisions were said 
4 Pinni, to be on their way to Petchenga, and the Germans were reported to 

be constructing three railways, one to Kem, the second to Kandalak
sha and the third fee/Petchenga. Unless President Wilson sanctioned 

t * 

effective Japanese intervention in Siberia quickly, he feared we 
should probably have to withdraw General Poole*s force. Meanwhile, 
the Americans had not yet answered our specific request for a 
regiment and certain other items for the defence of Murmansk. 

5WEST
1 FRONT. GENERAL WILSON's report was subsequently repeated at 

Imperial War Cabinet 1 7 a - 1 



AMERICAN 00-OPBRATION. 

THE PRIMS MINISTER stated that the last telegram with 

referenoe to General Pershing1s intention to train all the remain

ing American troops himself was a complete reversal of the whole 

greement arrived at. General Poch apparently was not himself 

clear how the position stood. It was essential that we should take 

action. 

LORD MILNER said that a very careful answer would have to 

be given, and we should have to know clearly what we wanted. His 

own idea was that w e should insist that there should always be five 

American Divisions training with us, and that as soon as one lot 

was taken away another should be sent to replace it. That was pro

bably as much as we required in the general interests of the Alii

ance. 
Sir M. HANKEY mentioned that he had just heard from Mr 

Graeme Thomson that he now had shipping available to bring over 
3SO,000 Americans during July and August, but did not know whether 

the men would be there. 
Lord Milner undertook to discuss the 
matter with General Wilson, and to 
prepare a careful reply to General 
Pershing, 

MAN-POWER. 

LORD MILNER said that he felt obliged to send a telegram 

to Mo Olemenceau, putting our immediate military effort in its 

most favourable light, drawing attention more particularly to what 

we had done to re-constitute our Divisions, to send men over to 

Prance, and to comb out the Army in Prance itself. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had been discussing the 

ratio of combatants to rationed strength with Colonel Roure, who 

had criticised our Air Force and Artillery and Labour Battalions 

in this respect. 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that our Air Force was better 

than the French, and able to keep a much larger proportion of its 

- 2 



machines in the air, chiefly because of the larger supply of 
mechanics available to overhaul and tune up the machines,, 

It was generally agreed that there was some happy medium 

between the French inadequacy of personnel to look after the 
machines and our abundance. 

General Wilson undertook to go into the 
matter with General Sykes. 

GENER&L WILSON mentioned that he had tried to get 3,000 
men out of the anti-aircraft establishment in Great Britain, but 
that General Robertson had refused to be responsible for the defence 
of Great Britain if that were done. 

LORD MILNER stated that the Artillery figures in France 
certainly seemed very high, the total given being 307,000,, 

GENERAL WILSON explained that these included a consider
able number of men in light repair-shops, ete*, who were doing work 
for the Artillery that was being done in France by people in plain 

clothes. 
GENERAL WILSON suggested that probably 100,000 men could 

be got out of the Navy if that were properly combed out * He thought 
the Navy ought to be obliged to give a return. 

Sir M HANKEY mentioned that the War Cabinet had already a

decided three times to have such a return from the Navy. Nothing 
but a definite order would get the return. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that Sir E.Geddes was by no means 
happy with the Parliamentary side of his present position, and 
might resign if too hard pressed. He thought, meanwhile, a good 
deal could b e done with the Air Force and the Artillery. 

Sir M. Hankey undertook to produce a 
return showing our war effort in all 
branches. 

Sir R.BORDERS CRITICISMS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER mentioned that he had been talking to 

General Currie, and gathered from him a general impression of 

wooden-headedness at Headquarters, and a reluctance to sanction 



things like light railways, wiring of communication trenches, etc., 
which all proved to be essential afterwards. He had also laid stress 
on the inferiority of our work in wiring and trenching, and & S the 
actual inferiority of the wire used by us as compared with the Ger
man wire. THE PRIME MINISTER thought it was impossible to leave 
the criticisms raised by Sir R. Borden, which would probably be 
endorsed by Mr Hughes, undealt with. Serious notice would have to 
be taken of them. His own idea was to suggest that the matter 
should be gone into by a small Committee, consisting of the Prime 
Ministers and the Secretary of State for War, with the Chief of 
the Imperial General Staff as his Military Adviser. 

LORD MILNER entirely agreed with this suggestion. 

Whitehall Gardens, S , f . l M 
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P r e s e n t ; . 

THE PRIME MINISTER fin the Chair); 

The Rto Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.CM.G., Secretary of 
State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K . 3.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinets 

Lieutenant-Colonel L.S.Amery, MoP. 

I T A L Y . 
GENERAL WILSON said that the news as far as it went was 

good. The foot-holds which the Austrians had secured across 
the Piave at the Montello and elsewhere had been reduced, 
and there was the possibility of their being thrown back into 
the Piave. In that case it might be possible for the Ital
ians to take in hand the postponed attack on the Asiago. Al
together 20 divisions had been identified, all of them exact
ly where our information had placed them., Stoxs mBxm. & more 
divisions9 which had recently been engaged in suppressing 
riots in Bohemia, had also arrived on the Italian fronto 

lo 



MAN-POWER. 
THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that another relative state

ment of the strength of the combatant troops on both sides 
in France should be made out. The last statement made had 
left 10 British divisions out of account altogether as knock
ed out by the fighting, but had made no corresponding dedue
tion from the German strength. His own calculation was that 
within a fortnight or so the Allied combatant strength in 
France would be very little, if at all, short of the German 
combatant strength. 

LORD MILKER expressed doubt whether the more recently ar
rived American divisions coxild fairly be reckoned at their 
numerical strength, more especially as they had no guns. 
There was also the very uncertain factor of what the real 
French strength was. Monsieur Clemenceau had recently writ
ten to him to say that the French divisions contained only 
6,000 infantry. 

GENERAL WILSON suggested that, from the military point of 
view, the sound rule was to give the enemy the advantage of 
the doubt in one1s calculations. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said he preferred basing his caloula^ 
tion on the actual facts. Our danger was in rushing to ex
tremes. Last year we had always assumed that the Germans 
were collapsing. 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 
GENERAL WILSON referred to the fact that & of the American 

divisions,which were due to be sendr down to the Vosges, were 
being put into the line by General Foch near Meaux, and, as 
far as he understood, by battalions. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that General Fooh had, inten
tionally or unintentionally, "done" us in the matter. 



LORD MILEER explained that he had been talking to an Of
fioer on General Pershing*s staff, who reported that,what 
between the British saying that they were the only people who 
oould trained the Americans, and the French saying that only 
they could do it, as the British had proved their incapacity 
at the Somme, General Pershing was so confused that he thought 
it safest to train his troops himself. As far as he himself 
was concerned LORD MILKER said he would be quite happy if we 
always have 5 or 6 American divisions with the British Army0 

GENERAL POOH'S STAFF. 
THE PRIME MINISTER reported that this same American Off i

cer had drawn attention to the absence of any proper Staff at 
General Eooh?s Headquarters. This had been responsible for 
considerable confusion, more particularly in transportation 
arrangements. 

GENERAL WILSON agreed, and considered that the simplest 
thing would be if General Eoch would take over General Petain?s 
Staff, more particularly on the railway and transportation side. 

THE PRIME MINISTER made it clear that it would not meet the 
case if General Eoch merely made use of a staff that still re
mainsd General Retain1s, and was biassed in the interests of 
General Retain"s Army. We were entitled to ask Monsieur Olem
enceau that General Eoch should have an independent Staff. 

GENERAL WILSON explained that he certainly meant that if 
General Eooh took over General Retain's Staff the latter would 
have to fit himself out with another Staff. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that as regards questions like 
transportation there ought also to be a British Representative 
on the Staff. 

O O N O L U S I O N o 
GENERAL WILSON undertook to send the Prime Minister 
a draft for a letter to be sent to Monsieur Glemenceau. 

So 



VERSAILLES. 
COLONEL AMERY suggested that what was really required was 

that Versailles should exercise relatively to General Eooh 
the functions which the Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
exercised relatively to a British commander-in-Chief. 

THE PRIME MINISTER concurred, but expressed the view that 
Versailles had been let down considerable, and needed strengths 
ening and being taken more seriouslyo 

&, Whitehall Gardens, S*W., 
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THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair)s 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Secretary of state 
for Wars 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.G.B., D.S . 0o , 
Chief of the Imperial General staff; 
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Secretary, War Cabinets 

lieutenant-Colonel l.S.Amery, M.P., 

THE ITALIAN FRONT. 
GENERAL WILSON read a telegram from Italy indicating an 

improvement in the situation on the Piave, an Italian counter
attack having interrupted the Austrian occupation of the right 
bank and reoecupying the river front along the length of a 
kilometre in the region of Saletto. There was also some im
provement on the Montello. The Italians were reported to be 
fighting well* 

It was agreed thatj-
If the improvement was maintained, a telegram of 
congratulation might be sent from the Imperial 
War Cabinet. 
General Wilson undertook to raise the question 
again, if desirable. He also proposed to send a 
personal letter of congratulation to General Diaz. 

/ 



THE WESTERN FROM?. 
Misohievous speeches in Parliament. 

TEE ERIME MINISTER read a letter from Mr. Geoffrey Bawson 
of "The Times", drawing attention to indiscreet and mis
ohievous speeches made the previous evening in Parliament by 
Messrs pringle, Hogge, and Holt, suggesting the desirability 
of withdrawing our Army from France. Mr. Dawson had already 
taken steps to try and keep any report of the speeches out 
of the London morning papers. 

COLONEL AMERY put himself in communication with the Dir
eotor of Military Intelligence, who undertook to take steps 
with a view to preventing the sending abroad of copies of 
the Hansard in question; of arranging, if possible, with the 
Speaker for an alteration in Hansard; and for communicating 
with the Press Bureau to prevent a reference to these indis
oretions getting into the Provincial papers. COLONEL AMERY 
saw Mr. Bonar Law, who undertook to discuss with the Speaker 
with a view to something being said privately to the offend
ing Members. 

JAPANESE INTERVENTION, 
in connection with a telegram received from General Bridges 

saying that President Wilson still demurred,in spite of the 
efforts of General Berthelot and Monsieur Delaney, the French 
Ambassador at Tokio, to the idea of Japanese intervention, 
LORD MILNER urged the necessity of action, and pointed out 
that the Japanese were probably prepared to go now with very 
slight encouragement, although he considered they wanted 
something better than a demand for a series of pledges with 
regard to their intentions, unaccompanied by any promise of 
support. He thought it urgent to have another try at the 
Americans. 

So 



THE PRIME MINISTER urged the necessity of weighing 
very carefully the danger of setting Russia against us. 
This was one of the cases where a mistake might prove fatal. 
If Germany once got the gigantic man-power of Russia into 
her hands, the Allies would be bankrupt . In his opinion, the 
right thing would have been to have utilised the Gzecho-Slov
aks as a nucleus of a democratic anti-Bolshevist movement in 
Siberia, which could have formed a Government, and then in
vited the Japanese in to help. If Siberia was once in hand 
it might be possible to save Russia as well, especially as 
Siberia controlled the food supply. What was needed was some
body who could help organise and inspire suoh a movement, 
someone like Chinese Gordon, with a streak of genius in him. 
In this connection the names of General Khox and Mr. Leslie 
Urquhart were suggested, the idea being that they, with cer
tain other Offioers, should make their way into Siberia as 
civilians, with plenty of money at their disposal, reverting 
to military rank if the development of the situation made 
that desirable. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
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The Rt, Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
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lieutenant-Colonel Sir Maurice Hankey, 
K . C B . , Secretary, War Cabinet: 
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APPOINTMENT QE CHIEF OE GENERAL STAEE, HOME FORCES. 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked the meaning of an appointment he had 

seen announced in the newspapers of General Romer as Chief of 

the General Staff. Did this, he asked, apply to the British Ex

peditionary Force, and, if so, why he had heard nothing of it 

up till now? 

LORD MILNER explained that General Romer*s appointment was as 

Chief of the General Staff in the Home Command, and had no refer

enoe to the British Expeditionary Force. 

TANKS FOR ITALY. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to a request that had been 

made from Italy for Tanks to be sent to assist the Italian Army in 

overcoming the Austrian machine-guns. He said he had also seen 

that Tanks had been asked for on an earlier occasion. 

LORD MILNER said that, as far as he knew, the requests now made 

to us to supply Tanks to Italy were the first made to the British 

Government. The earlier request, to which the Prime Minister 

drew attention, had been to the French Government, and as far as 

he knew no simultaneous request had been made to us. 
lo 



LORD MILNER undertook to inquire whether 
Tanks could now he furnished. 

AMERICAN ASSISTANCE. 
THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to a telegram from General 

Bridges at Washington stating that the present intentions of the 
United States Government appeared to he to send only 2 divisions 
a month from August onwards. He also drew attention to the pre
vious telegram to the effect that all the American troops now be
ing sent over were being retained by General Pershing for the use 
of the American forces. This, he said, appeared to be tantamount 
to refusal on General Pershing1s part to comply with the opinions 
expressed by the Supreme War Council. American troops were pour
ing into Prance, but we had no guarantee that they would be avail-
able for the present battle. He asked if the Secretary of state 
for War or the Chief of the Imperial General Staff had done any
thing to clear up this situation? 

LORD MILNER expressed doubts as to whether General Pershing 
had in any way been consulted about the intention to send only 2 
divisions a month from August onwards. He reminded the prime 
Minister that the Supreme War Council had, as yet, expressed no 
opinion as to what should happen after the end of July. He had 
been considering the desirability of asking Monsieur Clemenceau to 
get General Poch to send a telegram to America on this subject. 

With regard to the earlier telegram referred to by the prime 
Minister, his own view was that at the present time we were not 
in a position to train any more Americans than the 5 divisions of 
infantry and machine-gunners whioh were" now in Prance, or arriv
ing there. 

THE NEST MEETING OP THE SUPREME WAR 
COUNCIL. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had received a telegram from 
Monsieur Clemenceau in regard to the next Meeting of the Supreme 
War Council, in whioh he had drawn attention to the necessity of 
clearing up the situation as regards American reinforcements, and 
had suggested that the next Meeting should be held on July 1st. 

a. 



This was very inconvenient to himself, owing to the Imperial Y/ar 
Cabinet. He suggested that there were strong reasons for asking 
Monsieur Clemenceau to come to England. 

In the subsequent discussion on this subject it was pointed 
ou$ that General Eooh would probably not be able to come to Eng
land, and this would deprive the Supreme War Council of much of 
its importance if the Meeting were held here. It was also sug
gested that there would be considerable advantages if some of the 
Dominion Prime Ministers could meet General Eoch. The suggestion 
was made that the Imperial War Cabinet might adjourn for a week 
to enable the Dominion Prime Ministers to visit their troops in 
Prance, and that possibly in connection with these visits it 
might be arranged for them to meet General Eooh. It was pointed 
out that probably neither Monsieur Clemenceau nor General Eoch 
realised how great was the contribution of the Dominions to the 
effort on the Western front, and that if so any false impression 
on the subject might be corrected by a meeting. 

THE PRIME MINISTER and LORD MILNER agreed that, on the 
whole, it would be neoessary for the next Meet
ing to be held at Versailles, but that before 
sending a reply the Dominion prime Ministers 
should be consulted. 

THE WESTERN ERONT. 
There was some conversation as to the reasons why the Germans 

had not attacked on the Western front, and the view was express
ed that they were probably carefully preparing some new surprise. 
It was pointed out that they had had some two months in which to 
prepare an attack on the British front, and there appeared to be 
no reason why they should delay their attack, if it was to take 
place in the North. The delay, therefore, created some supposi
tion that they might be reorganising their forces with a view to 
sas. a further attack in the South on the Erenoh front. It was sug*. 
gested that the defeat of the Austrians on the piave might compel 
the Germans to send forces to their assistance, but, on the other 
hand, the view was expressed that the Austrians had been driven 



into retreat less by the active defence of the Italians than by 
the difficulty of conveying supplies, ammunition, and reinforce^ 
ments across the flooded river. 

RUSSIA -- THE QUESTION OF JAPANESE INTERVBNTIONo 
THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had seen the Japanese Ambas

sador, who had given him some idea of the immense political dif
ficulties which confronted the Japanese Government, apart from 
the attitude of the United States, in obtaining a decision to in
tervene. The Government had first to convince a Committee of 
both Parties, then they had to convince the Elder Statesmen, and 
finally the Emperor. Moreover, there was considerable hostility 
to the scheme on the part of an important Opposition Leader, who 
had declared himself against intervention, although two of his 
newspapers were in favour of it. These difficulties, he pointed 
out, to a certain extent, explained the slowness of japan in tax
ing any initiative. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W.* 
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THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair): 
The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.CM.G. , Secretary of State 
for Wars 

lt.-Ool. Sir M.P.A.Eankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinets 

It.-Col. L.S.Amery, M.P., 

THE REDUCTION OP GERMAN DIVISIONS. 

SIR MAURICE HANKEY drew attention to the Versailles summary of June 22, 

In which it was stated that the Germans had recently disbanded 2 divi

sions on the Western front, bringing their total strength down from 207 

to 205. Another division of landsturm was now no longer reckoned as a 

iivision, so that the German total was now down from 242 to 239 divi

sionso 
CZECHOSLOVAKS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the undesirability of shipping 

away Czeoho-Slovaks from Vladivostock at a moment when the rest of their 

force was forming the nucleus of a possible counter-revolution in Siberia, 

tod when those at Vladivostook might do good work in preventing stores 

)eing shipped away by the Bolshevists, as had happened at Archangel. He 

suggested that though it might be necessary to ship 4,000 or 5,000 away 

to satisfy M. Clemenceau, it would be better to procrastinate about the 
AMERICAN COOPERATION. 

LORD MILNER suggested that it was very desirable to be able to bring 
forward at Versailles a simple formula on which the future raising and 
despatch of the American Army could be based. He had made inquiries as 
tcD shipping, and ascertained that 250,000 a month could be brought over. 
She formula he would suggest was that 300,000 men a month should be 
raised, 250,000 men a month brought over, and that these should include 
$ divisions a month for General Pershing. 

So Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
June 26, 1918. 
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" NOTES OP A CONVERSATION held at 10 Downing Street, 
on WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1918, at 11*30 a.m. 

£ r e s e n t:-

THE PRIME MINISTER fin the Chair)s 
The Rt. Hon. the "Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.CM.G. , Secretary of State 
for War; 

Lt.-Col. Sir M.P.A.Eankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinets 

Lt.-Col. L.S.Amery, M.P., 

THE REDUCTION OP GERMAN PI71SIGNS. 

SIR MAURICE HANKEY drew attention to the "Versailles summary of June 22, 

in which it was stated that the Germans had recently disbanded 2 divi

sions on the Yfestern front, bringing their total strength down from 20? 

to 205. Another division of Landsturm was now no longer reckoned as a 

division, so that the German total was now down from 242 to 239 divi

sions. 
CZECHOSLOVAKS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the undesirability of shipping 

away Caeoho-Slovaks from Vladivostock at a moment when the rest of their 

force was forming the nucleus of a possible counter-revolution in Siberia, 

and when those at Vladivostock might do good work in preventing stores 

being shipped away by the Bolshevists, as had happened at Archangel. He 

suggested that though it might be necessary to ship 4,000 or 5,000 away 
to satisfy M. Clemenceau, it would be better to procrastinate about the 
resto 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 
LORD MILNER suggested that it was very desirable to be able to bring 

forward at Versailles a simple formula on which the future raising and 
despatch of the American Army could be based. He had made inquiries as 
tea shipping, and ascertained that 250,000 a month could be brought over. 
The formula he would suggest was that 300,000 men a month should be 
raised, 250 000 men a month brought over, and that these should include s

O divisions a month for General Pershing. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
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NOTES OP A CONVERSATION held at 10, Downing street, ,
on FRIDAY, JUNE 38, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

PRESENT:-
The Prime Minister (in the Chair), 
The Right Hon. the Viscount Milner, 

G.C.B.,G.C.M.G., Secretary of 
State for War, 

LieutQolonel Sir k.?.A.Hankey, K.C.3., 
Secretary, -far Cabinet, 

Lieut.-Colonel L,S.Amery, M.P. 

pjogmi^LJLAiLURR QjLEyRoma^Mis. 
There was a short discussion on the conditions under 

which the War would have to be carried on if by any chance our 

European Allies were unable to continue. 
Lord Milner undertook to go into the question 
from the point of view, more particularly, of 
the defence of Egypt and the East, and of the 
shipping situation, in the event of military 
operations being confined to the East. 

AMERICAN COOPERATION. 

The PRIME MINISTER raised the question of the precise 
nature of the points we -should raise at Versailles. 

LORD MILNER said that General Foch and General Pershinc 
had sent a joint telegram asking for six Divisions a month. He 
understood this meant six Divisions all found, with artillery 

- 1 



and transport. What, he wished to have clearly agreed upon was 
that the present arrangement, by which five American Divisions 
were in training with the British Army, should be regularly main
tained. The Divisions need not always be the same Divisions, 
and if Sir Douglas Haig was able to arrange the training facili
ties it might be possible to ask for more than five Divisions. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that we had equipped the 
last lot of American Divisions, who had left us taking our trans
port with theis. Was it to be understood that we were always to 
equip the American Divisions in this fashion and then lose the 
transport? That was obviously a matter on which a definite ar
rangement was desirable. Similarly, he wished something could be 
arranged about trie training of surplus American gunners with 
British and French batteries. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
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NOTES OP A CONVERSATION held at 10 Downing Street, 
on MONDAY, JUDY 1, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t;-

The prime Minister fin the Chair); 

The Rt. Hon. A. Bonar law, M.P., 
Chancellor of the Exchequer: 

Major-General C.H.Harington, C.B., 
D.S.O., Deputy Chief of the General 
Staff: 

Brigadier General P.P.de B. Radoliffe, 
C.B., D.S.O., Director of Military 
Operations. 

lieutenant-Colonel Sir M*P*A*Hankey, K.C.B. 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

AMERICAN FORCES. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to our ignorance as to what 

use General pershing was making of the large forces being brought 

over from the United States of America in our shipping. He had 

heard that in a week or two General pershing would have 4 more di

visions ready to go into action, but he did not know whether this 

information was reliable. If correct it was of great importance, 

as it would mean that the Americans had the infantry and machine

guns of no less than 17 divisions in pranoe. It was unsatisfact

ory  he said, that we had not better information on the subjeot. e

He inquired whether the 7 American divisions in the line were oom

plete with their artillery? 

GENERA! RADCLIPPE and GENERAL HARINGTON said that within the 

last few days they had learned that the last of the 7 American 

divisions had been completed in all respects -in regard to artil

lery. They said that we had a very good representative at Gener^ 

al Pershing's Headquarters, and they 

Undertook to take steps to obtain complete 
information as to the use to be made of the American iorces. 
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PLAN OE OPERATIONS EOR 19190 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked what was being done in regard to the 

preparation of the military plans: of operations in 1919? 

GENERAL HARINGTON read a telegram that had just been received 

from General du Cane giving some indication of General poch*s views 

on the subject. General Weygand had told General du Cane that it 

was not proposed that the American troops should take over a seo

tion of the line this year, but that next year, when the question 

of a serious offensive would be raised, the matter would have a 

new aspect. The telegram also mentioned that American troops 

would be utilised in any offensive operations General Eoch might 

oonsider desirable this year. GENERAL HARINGTON said that the 

General Staff had been carefully considering the question of offen

sive operations for next year, more particularly in connection with 

the Tank programme, with a view to a representation being eventu

ally made to General Eoch. This had involved a very careful con

sideration of the question of Tanks, and that it had been decided 

that the Tank organisation should be brought into the Army organ

isation, instead of being outside. Moreover, the Tank programme 

had been carefully coordinated with the programme of other mater

ial. what was being aimed at was an attack by divisions, 

of whioh ) would be British. It was hoped to train the Tanks 

beforehand. The next step was to submit the scheme to the Chief 

of the Imperial General Staff, who had not yet gone into it fully, 

and GENERAL HARINGTON hoped to have his plan ready on his return. 

After this he hoped that a general plan would be submitted to 

General Pooh for his consideration, and that it would explain the 

proposed use of Tanks with the British Army and the extent to 

whioh we could supply Tanks to assist our Allies. 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked if operations in other theatres had 

been considered? He asked if the General staff were sure that 

the Germans were not going to break off operations on the Western 

front and go elsewhere, for example, to Russia, just as Napoleon 

2. 



after concentrating his forces at Boulogne,when he recognised that 

the invasion of England was impossible, had diverted them east

wards. He asked what the General staff would do in such an event? 

Would they merely go on hammering at the western front, or would 

they follow the German lead? He asked if they had considered/the 

possibility of knocking out Austria, or Turkey? would it not be 

possible, he asked, to get rid of Germany's Allies before concen

trating on Germany herself? 

MR BONAR LAW, in this connection, drew attention to two tele

grams that had been received from Sir Rennell Rodd in regard to 

an alleged Austrian peace movee 

GENERAL RARINGTON said the General Staff had not overlooked these 

possibilities, and that elaborate railway programmes were being work

ed out in order to have an alternative plan to meet different con

tingencieSo 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that if the Americans concentrat

ed a great Army on the Western front next year, it might be possi

ble for our Army to follow out its traditional rcie of operating 

on the outskirts of the war area. He asked if anybody was study

ing the bearing on the question of man-power, equipment, lines of 

communication, & c ? 

GENERAL HARINGTON said a great deal of work had been put into 

the lines of communication. Among other things it had been arrange 

ed that a larger proportion of reserve stores than heretofore 

should be kept in this country. 

THE PRIME MINISTER then asked if anyone was studying the ques

tion of German camouflage? Had anybody been turned on to study 

that question? He pointed out that every success the Germans had 

won had been due to a surprise. 

GENERAL HARINGTON said he could supply a very good report on 

that. He also had a very good report from General Mitchell on the 

subject of the Austrian attempt to apply German methods. This 

report was particularly instructive, because the Austrian failure 

had enabled us to discover a good deal of what they had aimed at. 

3o 
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THE PRIME MINISTER then asked what steps were being taken to or

ganise the training of our troops for next yearYs operations? He 

pointed out that the G-erman successes had been,in the main,due to 

superior training. 

GENERAL RADCLIFFE said that the German training was on the whole 

less specialised than ours. Before our attacks last year troops 

had been rehearsed on prepared ground and had been instructed tin 

models, plans, &c. This, he said, had tended to atrophy the cap

aoity of our troops for open warfare. 

GENERAL HARINGTON said that General Max$e, who was a most ex

cellent trainer of troops, had just been appointed for this spec

ific objeot. 

THE PRIME MINISTER then asked for a Memorandum on the lessons 

of the present campaign. He suggested that Versailles, if proper

ly strengthened, could be used a great deal more than at present. 

He considered that it must have a stronger staff. 

SIR MAURICE HANKEY suggested that it would be difficult to get 

really practioal results from Versailles unless General poch was 

associated with it in some way or another. 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked that:-
Separate Memoranda might be prepared on all 
the subjeots mentioned above, and General Rar
ington and General Radcliffe undertook that 
this should be done. 

THE DIVISION RE-FORMED IN ENGLAND. 
GENERAL HARINGTON told the Prime Minister that the new divisions 

which had been re-formed in England out of the cadres of divisions 
sent baok from the front and filled up mainly with B. men and with 

a sprinkling of Ao men were inferior in quality. Reports stated 

that the physique of the men was poor, and that they lacked train
ing, 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the Germans did not put 

their older men into a special divisions, but that they mixed them 

up with the younger men in other divisions, and he understood the 

French were now doing the same thing. 

Whitehall' Gardens, S.W., 
July 4, 1918 4 
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NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 1Q Downing Street. S.W., 
on PRIDAY, JULY 12, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t ; 

THE PRIME MINISTER (in the Chair); 
The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.CB., G. C.M.G. Secretary of 9

State for War; 

The Rt. Hon. A. Bonar Law, M.P., 
Chancellor of the Exchequer; 
(Part of the time only); 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D-S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff; 

Lieutenant Colonel L.S.Amery, M.P*, 

WESTERN ERONT. 

GENERAL WILSON explained that the divisions of the D.A.N., 

had now been removed. As regards infantry, Sir Douglas Haig 

was glad to be quit of these particular French troops, who 

had shown themselves very reluctant to dig, and otherwise 

unsatisfactory, and was much happier with the Americans 

which would replace them. As regards artillery, sir Douglas 

Haig had brought up the guns of the British divisions in 

the Champagne, so that the situation was substantially unal

tered. In spite of the possibly very heavy odds of 100 to 

45 divisions which Sir Douglas Haig might have to encounter9 

he was more satisfied about the situation than before. Our 

preparations for defence had greatly improved, the troops had 

had a certain amount of rest, and the new railways, as well 

as the railway through Amiens, were now working. General 
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Rawlinson oonsidered that the recent little advance at 

Hamel had pushed back the German guns to the width of the 

whole valley further away from Amiens. GENERAL WILSON was, 

however, writing a strong letter to General poch laying 

stress on the seriousness of the menace to which the British 

front was exposed. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that it might be better if 

General Wilson,s letter were couched in the form of a report, 

and if he himself sent it to General Pooh in order to lay 

stress upon his right to communicate with General poch, and 

to remind the latter that he was just as much responsible to 

the British Government as to the French. 

MR BONAR LAW suggested that though M. Clemenceau did not 

send to us copies of all the letters he wrote to General 

Poch, it might be a good thing if a copy of the prime Min

isterrs letter were sent to him. 

It was decided that:-
The Prime Minister should write to General poch, 
as suggested, and should send a copy of the 
letter to M. Olemenceau. 

AMERICAN OOOPERATIONo 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the fact that the 

French had secured the bulk of the American divisions for 

themselves. In view of the danger to which our front was ex

posed, he considered they had too large a proportion, and 

wished, in any case, to be assured that General Fochrs re

serves were so disposed as to enable help to reach the British 

front quickly. He also observed that M. Clemenceau had more 

than hinted that he was getting hold of the American divisions 

in order to compel us to re-fill our own. This was an unjusti

fiable attempt to put pressure upon us. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
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WAR CABINET. 

NOTEESS OE A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, 3;W 
on TUTUESDAY. JULY 16, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

Present:-
The Prime Minister (in the Chair); 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, G-.CB. 
G.C.M.G., Secretary of State for War; 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.C ,
Chief of the Imperial General Staff; 

Lt0-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Eankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

Lt.-Colonel L.S.Amery, M.P., 

THE WESTERN FRONT. 
GENERAL WILSON reported that he had just heard that the Germans 

had taken Beaumont, east of Rheims. There had been fighting in Sil

lery on the previous day. The Erench position on the Montagne de 

Rheims was very strong. They had two lines, one on the slopes and 

one on the crest. He understood that the French oounter-attack had 

not been carried out yesterday. Probably it was not necessary. 

The news generally was good, but it was by no means clear yet what 

the enemy were doing. So far 26 infantry divisions and one cavalry 

division had been identified, and, of the former, 12 had been iden

tified east and 14 west of Rheims. probably at least 36 divisions 

had actually been engaged. Of those identified 9 came from prince 

Rupprecht^s Army, 6 of them being identified in the Champagne sec

tor. Only 5 of the divisions identified were divisions which had 

hitherto been in the line; the others belonged to the reserve of 

one or other of the groups of armies. The French so far had 37 di

visions, not including 2 Italian divisions, engs.ged. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the fact that Sir Douglas 

Haig was of the opinion that the attack in the Champagne was not a 

lo 



serious one, and that Prince Rupprecht, who might still have 25 

divisions in the North, might he intending to attack the British 

fronts General Smuts had reported that things were very much 

better. This, he assumed, probably referred to General poch!s 

plans for moving the British divisions round to the Champagne, and 

he imagined that they were now going to the Marne, or possibly be

ing sent back to our front. 

It was agreed that:-

The matter should be further discussed at the 
Committee of Dominion Prime Ministers that 
afternoon on General Smuts1 return. 

THE ITALIAN SITUATION. 
THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that, in view of the possibility of 

the Germans, if they failed on the West, striking at Italy In the 

autumn, thart Lord Cavan might take -fcfee advantage of the present 

lull in the operation to come home and discuss the whole matter 

with the Committee of the Prime Ministers. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that Lord Cavan was coming home in any 

case in about 10 daysT time. 

THE HIGHER COMMAND. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to a letter from a Canadian 

Officer, addressed to Sir Robert Borden, speaking very adversely 

of the Higher Command, and appealing to Sir Robert Borden to set the 

matter right. The question was one which the Dominion prime Min

isters had raised at the opening Meetings of the present Session 

of the Imperial War Cabinet, not on the strength of newspaper opin

ion  but on the reports of their own soldiers. The Committee of s

Prime Ministers had been specifically appointed to deal with this 

question, and it was necessary for the British Government to be 

able to produce a definite answer. The Government must either re

ply that it was satisfied with the present command, or announce 

that it meant to carry out changes. Our own reports, from many 
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quarters, as well as from Colonel Roure"s report, showed that our 

whole organisation was unsatisfactory and wasteful. He doubted 

whether the change in putting the railways under General Travers-

Glarke had teen an improvement, and was inclined to think that the 

whole jpcEs: of the Services behind the lines might be better put un

der a civilian administrator. In any case, the whole question 

ought to be fully discussed with the Dominion Prime Ministers. 

LORD MILKER said that short of heroic remedies all that was pos

sible was being done to improve the organisation of the Army. The 

question of making a change in the chief command had been repeated

ly discussed, but he was not yet clearly convinced that a better 

substitute could be foundo 

MAN-POWER. 

SIR MAURICE HANKEY drew attention to an important paper from the 

Ministry of Munitions (G.1-5114), which had just come in, as well 

as to the new Programme for the Air Poroe (G.T-5096), and the need 

for a general revision of the whole man-power situation, in this 

connection he brought forward the following letter which he had re

ceived from General Smuts;

"My dear Hankey. I trust the Air programme on today1s Agenda 
will not be dealt with apart from a general consideration of 
the man-power question which is being raised simultaneously by 
the War priorities Committee in a resolution taken on Friday, 
and the Ministry of National Service in a paper to be circulat
ed shortly. I understand the Ministry of Munitions is also put
ting forward a paper from the Munitions point of view. All 
these might be considered together, and thereafter the question 
could be reviewed in detail by the old Man-power Committee. 
Yours sincerely, J.C.Smuts, 15th July, 1918." 

It was decided thatt-
The question would have to be dealt with by the Committee 
of Prime Ministers at an early date. 

GREEK SUPPLIES. 
THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the delays which he under

stood had occurred in connection with the equipment of the Greek 

Army, and thought that the whole matter should come up before the 
War Cabinet at an early date. 

Lord Milner undertook to have a report prepared on the 
question with a view to a discussion at the War Cabinet,, 

S  Whitehall Gardens, S.W., " s
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! NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W. ,
on WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1918, at 11.30 a.m. 

Present:-

The prime Minister (in the Chair); 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.G.B.., D.S.O. ,
Chief of the Imperial General Staff; 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P*AoHankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet; 

Lieutenant-Colonel 1.S.Amery, M.P. , 

TIME OP CONVERSATIONS. 
In view of the fact that Lord Milner was detained at an 

Army Council Meeting, THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that it 
might be desirable to fix definite regular times of meeting 
for these conversations. 

THE WESTERN PRQNT. 

GENERAL WILSON reported that so far only 30 divisions had 

been identified, though probably 10 more had been engaged. The 

additional 4 identified since the preceding day all belonged to 

the Crown Prince1s Army. The fact that the divisions identi

fied had not, for the most part, been in the line before, might 

be evidence of a serious attack, implying, as it did, that the 

fresh reserves were pushed forward through the line. It was 

not quite clear how far this was really a heavy attack which 

had not come off. The French claimed to have put down their 

1. 



barrage on the German infantry just before they started, and 

to have inflicted 60,000 casualties on the sector East of 
Rheims. They also reported a heavy attach on their own ex

treme right. The--German forces were apparently under"the-;*eom
had 

:i..mand"-of General von Mudra  who/apparently replaced General s

Fritz von Below. General von Mudra had commanded the Metz 

corps before the War, and had been in charge of the fighting 

on the Mmmbjbank of the Meuse at Yerdun. 

THE PRIME MINISTER expressed considerable doubt whether this 

was really the big attach, and suggested that/9 Rupprecht di

visions identified up to date might only have been camouflaged 

divisions. He drew attention to Sir Douglas Haig!s view that 

an attach on both sides of Kemmel,in a strength of 16 to 18 

divisions, was imminent in 3 or 4 days1 time, and that Sir 

Douglas Haig was trying to get bach 2 of the divisions asked 

for by General Eoch. 

GENERAL WILSON said that General Poch had promised to study 

this point. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that some action should be taken 

in the matter,not only to get back our own divisions, but to 

press for more American divisions. Sir Douglas Haig was not 

anxious to press for them at this moment, but his own opinion 

was that unless pressure were applied nothing would be done. 

In any case, he thought an answer was due to General Wilson1s 

letter to General Eoch, and his own letter to M. Clemenceau 

supporting it. 
GENERAL WILSON undertook to send a telegram 

to General Du Cane, to the effect that 
the Imperial War Cabinet were anxious 
to see action taken with regard to the 
American troops, especially in view of 
the report as to a possible attaok on 
Keramel. 

ALBANIA. 

GENERAL WILSON said that the average depth of advance had 

been from 15 to 20 miles, but there was no reason why the 



Allied Forces should not go as far as the River skumbi and oc

cupy the heights beyond so as to secure the road up the valley 

to Lake Qjhrida. The Austrians had sent a division away from 

opposite the Italian front to relieve the situation in Albania. 

Attention was drawn to the action of the French General staff 

in trying to discourage the Italian advance for political rea

sons. 

THE ITALIAN SITUATION. 
THE PRIME MINISTER mentioned that he had heard from General 

Delme Radcliffe that Lord Gavan might not be coming back till 
August, and suggested that it would be better for General 
Wilson to telegraph urging him to come back before that in 
order to have an opportunity of talking about the Italian sit
nation with the Dominion prime Ministers. 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to telegraph accordingly. 

, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 

July 17, 1918. 
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NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W. 
on THURSDAY, JULY 18, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : 

The prime Minister (in the Chair): 
The Rt. Hon. 
The Viscount Milner, G.CB., G-.CM.Gr.,
Secretary of State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K . C B . , D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lt.-Col0 Sir M-PaAoHankey, E. C B . , 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

It.-Col. l.S.Amery, M.P., 

THE WESTERN FRONT. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that General Poch had begun a counter

attack that morning on a front of 40-45 kilometres between lorcy 

and Nouvron, i.e. , on the Western front of the Chateau Thierry sal

ient. The number of enemy divisions identified was now reduced to 

S7, of which only 7 belonged to Prince Ruppreohfs Army, while 7 

were divisions originally in line West of Rheims, and 13 belonged 

to the Crown Prince1s Reserves. It was quite possible that an ex

change between divisions of the Crown Princers Reserve and Prince 

Rupprechfs Reserve had taken place, so that the identification of 

divisions of the latter did not necessarily mean that his total 

strength was reduced. As regards the British divisions, 2 had been 

detrained at Arcy-sur-Aube, and were marching up to the line Ghalonsr 

Epernay, the other two were detraining on the line Claremont-Senlis. 

While there was no evidence that this was the big attack, there 

was some possibility that the French were right in claiming that 

they had caught a serious attack East of Rheims before it started? 
1. 
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There was also no definite evidence of the attach in the Kemmel 

sector referred to by Sir Douglas Haig. General piumer had 12 

British and 3 American divisions to meet this attack, and ought 

to he perfectly safe, more particularly if GoH* Q., were right in 

their view that the German divisions now in the line were not 

worth very much. 

THE PRIME MINISTER was inclined to think that General Eoch had 

been too hasty in bringing the British divisions round behind his 

own front. If it should turn out that he had let us down in this 

matter, it would wreck the unity of command. 

LORD MILNER and GENERAL WILSON both suggested that there was 

no proof that General Poch had let the British Army down, and that 

the failure of the German attack might have been due to the very 

fact that General Poch had moved all his divisions down so quickly. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that it would be a good thing in 

any case for him to get an answer from M. Clemenceau to his letter 

without waiting for General Pooh"s letter to General Wilson, which 

was understood to be on its way. A telegram might begin with oon

gratulations to M. Clemenceau on the success of the Prench troops, 

or with a reference to the fact that a separate telegram of con

ixfflfefcESH gratulation was being sent on behalf of the imperial war 

Cabinet. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 

July 18, 1918o 
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X*2*. WAH CABINET. 

NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W. ,
on FRIDAY, JUIY 19, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, G.CB., 
G.C.M.G. , Secretary of State for War: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K . C B . , D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General staff: 

Lt.-Col. Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K.CB., 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

Ito-Col. I.S.Amery, M.P., 

THE WESTERN FRONT. 

GENERAL WILSON said there were still only 28 divisions identified, 

and he was more strongly of the opinion that this was not the real German 

offensive. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the French were now so close to 

the railway at soissons that the Germans were deprived of the use of this 

line, and might have great difficulty in maintaining themselves in the 

salient South of the Aisne, unless they made an effort to drive back the 

French and free Soissons. 

GENERAL WILSON thought that, from the German point of view, the French 

counter-attack might be by no means unwelcome. Some 22 prench divisions 

were already engaged in it as against something like 10 German divisions, 

and it might be worth while abandoning all the ground they had gained 

South of the Chemin des Dames in order to embroil and use up the French 

reserves and leave Prinoe Rupprecht free for a heavy blow against the 
British front. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that if Ludendorff were really strong 
enough to manage that the German Crown Prince should be defeated in order 
to enable the Crown Prince of Bavaria to win a great victory, he would 
be the biggest General in the world. 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 

July 19, 1918. 
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NOTES OE A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S*wV, 
on FRIDAY, JULY 26, 1918, at ll 30  a 9 mo 0 

P r e s e n t ; 
The Prime Minister (in the Chair)? 

The Rto Hon  the Viscount Milner, G G,B ,c a a

GoCftMoGa, Secretary of State for Wars 
General Sir H 0Ho Wilson, KoG&B*, DoSoOo, 

Chief of the Imperial General Staffs 

Lt 0-Col. LoSo Amery,  M P0 0 

THE WESTERN FRONT.-CO-OPERATION 
OE AMERICAN TROOPS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the latest telegrams 
which indicated that the French were intending to get the whole 
of the American Army into their seetor0 He was convinced that 
this v/as part of the political game which General Foch was 
playing at Mo Clemenceau*s instigation. The whole object of 
it was, by depriving us of the support of the American troops, 
to force us to heap up our present total of 59 divisions regard
less of the effect upon our industries and national life generallyo 
It was intolerable that the French should attempt to put the 
screw xipon us in that way and he was determined that if this 
continued he would ash the authority of the Gabinet to refuse the 
French any ships for the conveyance of American troops to France0 

Lord Reading had just telegraphed that it would be impossible to 
bring over the promised 100 divisions next year for want of 
sJaippinge We might conceivably, by a great effort, try and find 
more shipping at the expense of other national services, but we 
certainly could not do that if the French game was what he 



believed it to be  He drew attention to the fact that we bad e

already crippled our agriculture and our coal mining, the latter 

to such an extent that ships were lying idle in Cardiff and ships 

from South America had to go round by the United States to pick 

up coal, that our aeroplane production was down 40$ during the 

present month and our tank production down to half the programme. 

He was determined to call a halt to this process of putting the 

screw on us. He would have to give the reasons quite plainly 

to M. Clemenceau though not to the United States0 

LORD MILKER agreed but thought it was true that if we could 

put the screw on our own people to the extent which the French did, 

we could get more men, and on absolute figures the French had a 

case against u s 0 

COLONEL AMERY mentioned that he had been told on the previous 

day by the Chairman at Cammell Laird?s that his men were only 

working 32 hours a week and that 2,000 of them were absent from 

the Sheffield works every day. 

TpE PRIME MINISTER admitted these defects of the "black squad" 

but the fact remained that they produced more than the shipwrights 

of any other nation^ 

GENERAL Y/ILSON mentioned that General Eoch was definitely 

asking for the number of British divisions he could reckon on for 

the coming winter and spring and this request was on its way to us 

through Sir Douglas Haig* 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that this necessitated our definitely 

laying down our own plans both as to the theatre of war in which 

we want our troops to fight and the number of divisions we were to 

keep up. We had made no promise to keep up 59 divisions beyond 

the next big attack. He had asked General Eoeh if he would be 

content if we kept up the number of divisions and lowered them to 

the French standard. 

LORD MILNER pointed out that the British military view was 

unanimous iar the reduction in the strength of 4$gfe battalions. 

THE PRIME MINISTER persisted that we could not keep up the 



59 divisions to full strength till November6 In any case, we 
ought to stop sending out the boys of 18^ in the autumn. 

GENERAL WILSON agreed* 

LEAVE FOR BRITISH TROOPS. 

THE PRIME MINISTER also drew attention to the necessity 

of securing for our troops during the winter a reasonable amount 

of leave corresponding to that secured by the French. It would 

be intolerable if our men had to stick in the trenches the 

whole time and the French were getting leave in large numbers. 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to consider the question of 

leave and to see what definite representations could be made 

to the French to secure our position in the matter. 

0 o &  oc o o o  o o o 
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NOTES OP A CONVERSATION AT 10, DOWNING STREET, S 0 W. 
on SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1918, at 10*30 a.m, 

P r e s e h t: 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair): 
The Rto Hon. Sir ReLo Borden, GoCoMoGo, KoCo, 

Prime Minister of Canada: 

The R t  Hoiic the Viscount Milner, GoCoBo, 0

GoCoMaGo, Secretary of State for War: 
The Rto Hon 0 AoJeBalfour, O.Mo, MoPo, 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs: 
The Rto Hon. Lord Robert Cecil, KoCo , M,P*, 

Assistant Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs: 

Genex^al Sir  H H  Wilson, KoCoBo, D.S 0., 0 0 o

Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 
Mr* John Anderson, CoBo, 

Secretary, Ministry of Shipping: 
MTo EoJo Foley, asisife-Director, Ministry 

of Shippings ^ 
Lto-Colo Sir MoPoAo Hankey, K0GoB*, 

Secretary, War Cabinet: 
Ito-Col. L.So Amery, MoPo 

ALLIED INTERVENTION IN SIBERlAo 

THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to the latest telegrams 
from Mr* Lockhart urging the dangers of further delay in the 
matter of intervention and suggested that their contents ought 
to be communicated to President Wilson0 It was important in 
view of all the arguments from the other side which were for
warded to the President, to keep on pouring the right stuff into 
President Wilsono 

LORD ROBERT CECIL explained that these telegrams were sent 

to Lord Reading in any case and that he no doubt used his discre

lo 



tion in communicating them to the President. 
MR BALEOUR undertook to see that the 

substance of these particular telegrams 
was immediately conveyed to President Wilson. 

LORD ROBERT CECIL explained the substance of a 
conversation which he had had with the Japanese Ambassador 
who had communicated to him the Japanese reply to the American 
proposal.. This reply had accepted the proposal but had 
reserved the Japanese Government1s right to increase the 
contingent, as the Japanese public would regard the strict 
limitation of their contingent in the manner proposed as 
treating their motives with suspicion, and had also pointed 
out that it was impossible on military grounds to lay down 
beforehand exactly how many troops would be required for 
a military operation. The Ambassador had explained that 
as a matter of fact the Japanese Government intended to send 
one division of 12,000 men to Viadivostock at once, and 
another division a little later for the purpose of guarding 
the railway. He added that the Japanese proposed shortly 
putting forward a decla^ion of their dis-interestedness. 

In the course of the conversation a further telegram 
came in from Lord Reading stating that the United States 
regarded the Japanese answer not as an acceptance but as a 
counter proposal. He considered that the Japanese point 
with regard to the restriction of numbers was not so serious, 
and might be met wxkh by the despatch of more American troops. 
On the other hand, the Japanese demand for greater freedom 
from the detailed restrictions imposed in the American 
proposal was more seriously viewed by the President. He 
did not consider the President would give way on this point, 
and thought that in the end the Japanese would accept the 
American formula. This formula, which implied that the 
Japanese should merely be there to hold territory or railrr 
heads behind the Caecho-Slovaks, could not be carried out 



in practice as a military operation, as the President himself 
was beginning to realise. 

She PRIME MINISTER pointed out that whether this 
attitude on the part of the United States would involve delay 
or not before an agreement was arrived at, it was essential 
to send whatever forces were available to help the Szecho-
Slovaks at once. He drew attention to a telegram from Sir Go 
Greene (No. 804) giving the relative forces of the Bolsheviks 
and Ozecho-Slovaks in Eastern Siberia, which showed that the 
former were considerably superior in numbers and equipment. 
The Prime Minister asked what measures were being taken to 
expedite the despatch of Canadian troops which had already been 
discussed. 

GENERAL WILSON mentioned that the British Battalion on 
way to 
its/Vladivostock would arrive there on August 2nd. As regards 
the Caralian troops, arrangements had been carried on with 
General Mewburn, who was, however, a little annoyed because, 
during his absence in Prance, a War Office telegram on the matter 
had, in the course of the ordinary routine, been transmitted 
from the Colonial Office to the Governor-General instead of to 
himself. 

SIR ROBERT BORLEN agreed that General. Mewburn had been 
annoyed by the incident. He had no wish himself to make a point 
of it but he understood that Canada was to send 3 Battalions 
and some Artillery and Engineers. 

MR. POLEY explained that there was shipping for some 
10,000 men in the Pacific which could be collected at Vancouver. 
Some life it was, however, at the China end of the journey and 
might take a month or more to reach Vancouver. There ought, 
however, at any one moment, to be at least two ships at or near 
Vancouver, and with these it ought to be possible to get away 



three Battalions in a gew days. The actual journey to Vladivos

took took 16 days. 
THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that as the matter was 

one of great urgency Sir Robert Borden might take the whole mat
ter in hand on behalf of the Imperial War Cabinet, giving 
such instructions as he thought suitable both to General 
Mewburn and to the Ministry of Shipping. 

SIR ROBERT BORDEN undertook to take the 
matter in hand at once in consultation with 
General Mewburn. 

GENERAL WILSON undertook to nominate at 
once a War Office representative to be at Sir 
Robert BordenJs disposal for any information 
he might require from the War Office point of 
view. 

MR FOLEY was instructed to ascertain at 
once what shipping was at or near Vladivostock 
and communicate this information to Sir Robert 
Borden, and generally to hold himself at Sir 
Robert Borden"s disposal with regard to this 
busine ss. 

SIR ROBERT BORDEN asked whether any awkwardness might 
occur if the Canadian troops arrived at Viadivostock before 
the American-Japanese discussions were over and before any 
proclamation had been issued. 

It was pointed out that in any case one British battalion 
would already have arrived, and that the Japanese independent 
proclamation of disinterestedness would probably also have 
been published by then. 

A short discussion followed on the Draft Allied proclama
tion which had been framed by Dr. Harold Williams, Sir George 
Buchanan and Mr. Okulitch in language appropriate to the 
Russian taste. 

AMERICAN CO-OPERATION ON THE WESTERN FRONT. 
THE PRIME MINISTER drew attention to a telegram from 

Lord Reading stating that the Americans were not likely to be 
able to furnish more than 80 divisions in 1919 sinstead of 



LORD MILNER added that even with regard to these they 

would have to be dependent upon us foi- shipping, and that 

there were very serious difficulties about horses and other 

matters^ 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked, in reference to recent tele

grams from General Milne, what was General Wilson's opinion 

aboiit the contemplated September offensive in Macedonia ? 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that General M i n e was rather 

in favour of something being done, or at any rate of our being 

prepared and in a position to do something if a favourable 

opportunity offered. This, in General Milne"s opinion, 

involved sending out more troops, ammunition, etc., in order 

to bring the force up to fighting pitch. There would be 

more Greek troops available by the end of September, and no 

doubt the Erench meant mainly to use the Serbians and GreekSo 

There was some discussion as to the direction in which the 

proposed offensive might take place0 

It was pointed out that the direction which would give 

the greatest results, i.ee ,/ advance up the Vardar valley, 

presented the greatest difficulties from the tactical point of vi 

and enable the enemy to bring up re-inforcements from Germany 

with the least possible delayo 

2, Whitehall Gardens, S*W. 
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..-27. WAR GABIPET. 
NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W., 
on SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1918, at 11.15 a.rn. 

P r e s e n t: 
The Prime Minister (in the Chair): 
The Rt. Hon. A. Bonar Law, M . P . , 
Chancellor of the Exchequer: (for item 1 only). 

The R t . Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.Bo, G.C.MoG., Secretary of 
State for War: 

The Rt. Hon. Sir George Cave, I C C , 
M o P ., Secretary of State for Home 
Affairs: (for item 1 only). 

General Sir H.R.Wilson, 1.0.3., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lieutenant-General Sir C.P.N.Macready, 
K.C.B.-, K.C.M.G., Adjutant General to 
the Forces: (for item 1 only) 

HE POLICE 
iRIKE. (Sir Maurice Hankey only arrived towards 

the end of the discussion). 
(1) SIR GEORGE CAVE drew attention to the risk that if the 

question of the police strike v/ere not settled at once it 
would be raised at the Trades Union Congress next week, 
and might lead to sympathetic strikes in many quarters. 

GENERAL WILSON suggested that an offer should be made 
to the strikers either to bring them back as individuals, or, 
in the event of their declining, to take them as Privates 
for the Army. He understood that this would raise diffi
culties of ;oolicing London, but by enlisting special con
stables and rnaxing some use of the Military, it ought to be 
possible to surmount this difficulty. 

1. 



SIR GEORGE GAVE asked if the Prime Minister would see 

Sir Edward Henry, who was at 10 Downing Street? 

THE PRIME MINISTER replied in the negative. He said 

he would wish to discuss the question of Sir Edward Henry 

when the present crisis was over. 

MR BONAR LAW said the important thing was to get the 

country behind the Government, and then they would have no 

difficulty in getting special constables. 

THE ADJUTANT GENERAL expressed doubts as to whether 

there were enough individuals with leisure to act as special 

constables. 

SIR GEORGE GAVE thought that ample could be obtained 

among the middle classes if the country was behind the Gov

ernment. He himself felt it was essential to give the men 

some means of collective representation of their grievances. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said he had asked Sir Erederick 

Wodehouse on the previous evening what means of representa

tion they had, and it really appeared that they had none. 

THE SECRETARY pointed out that the Police had precise

ly the same means of collective representation as the Army, 

that is to say, they could make representations through 

their Inspectors'and Superintendents, whose task it was to 

acquaint the superior Officers of any grievances. 

THE PRIME MINISTER did not consider this by any means 

adequate. He said that the decision as to the action to be 

taken should be postponed until he had seen the men's repre

sentatives, who, he heard, were shortly coming to Downing 

Street. Until he had ascertained the temper of the men it 

would be premature to reach a decision. 

THE WEST- (2) GENERAL WILSON said he had heard from Sir Douglas Haig 
SHN PEONT. 

that Marshal Poch proposed to press on with the successful 



operations on the British front. He was seeding-- 2 divisions 

of Americans te relieve the Canadians. 

THE PRIME MINISTER reminded General Wilson that last 

year we had lost about 150,000 man at Bullecourt. To al

low the Canadians to be sacrificed as the Australians had 

been last year in attaching in this difficult region would 

be sheer folly. He thought that some indication should be 

given that the War Cabinet did not want a repetition of 

last year's experience. If the Americans got badly smashed 

up it would be as bad as in the case of the Canadians, since 

in that case General Pershing would never send any more men 

to the British line. 

GENERAL WILSON expressed general agreement. He was not 

aware as yet as to whether the fighting at Bullecourt had 

been really heavy. The stiff fighting reported by the Press 

at various points had really only engaged small bodies of 

troops. Apart from the points where we were in touch with 

the Hindenburg line the fighting was not very heavy, as our 

troops were advancing across open country without much re

sistance. When he had discussed the situation ,/ith Pie Id Mar

shal Haig on Monday, Sir Douglas had made it clear that he 

did not mean to press his operations if they involved heavy 

casualties. 

The Chief of the Imperial General Staff undertook 
to telegraph to Eield Marshal Haig warning him that 
the War Cabinet would not approve of heavy casual
ties being incurred by British or American;troops 
in attacks on the Hindenburg line*v-I ,^^U\SASI^H U^W^-

(3) GENERAL WILSON gave a sketch of the plans which Marshal 

Poch had intended to undertake with the American forces. He 

himself and Field Marshal Haig had not agreed with Marshal 

Foch on this matter, and had wanted to attache at the point 

(which he indicated) where they considered that a more 



important strategical objective presented itself. 

In reply to the Prime Minister he said that a difference 

of opinion had arisen between Marshal Poch and General Per

shing as to the employment of the American forces. General 

Pershing wanted to carry out certain operations with an Amer

ican Army under his own immediate command. Marshal Foch, 

however, did not consider the American staff work sufficient

ly advanced to render this advisable. In the neighbourhood 

of Chateau Thierry, the Americans had only just avoided a 

serious disaster, owing to defective staff work. Marshal 

Foch, consequently, wanted to employ part of the iuaerican 

forces with the British and part with the French, leaving on

ly one Army under General Pershing's command. He himself and 

Field Marshal Haig agreed with Marshal Foch in this matter, 

and Sir Douglas Haig had talked very straight to General 

Pershing on the subject. General Pershing had, nevertheless, 

been entirely uninfluenced by the views of his colleagues, 

and it was he, and not Marshal Foch, who had removed the 

American divisions from Sir Douglas Haig!s Command, when he 

left France he had understood that General Pershing's view was 

to prevail. This morning, however, he had received a guarded 

message from Field Marshal Haig in the sense that SEEDS: Marshal 

Foch was now more inclined to agree with the views of General 

Wilson and himself. General Wilson was unable to say whether 

this telegram referred to the strategical point of attack, or 

to the distribution of American forces, but, at any rate, it 

seemed to indicate a satisfactory tendency. In his own opin

ion, if General Pershing insisted on making an attack with 

American troops only, he would either meet the Germans in 

large numbers in strongly fortified positions, and suffer 

heavy casualties, or else his advance would collapse at a 

relatively early stage, owing to inadequate staff work. It 

was a very difficult thing from a staff point of view to 



supply an Army of several hundred thousand men when it reach

ed any distance from the railhead. The German staff work in 

the advance from Hons,at the beginning of the War, man had 

been marvellous in this respect. It had also been extremely 

good after the attach of March 21. Nevertheless, on both oc

casions the advance had been brought to a standstill largely 

owing to the difficulties of supply. 

In reply to the Prime Minister he said that Marshal Poch 

would choose the point; for General Pershing1 s attack, even 

though he did not impose his wishes as regards the distribu

tion of the American divisions. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
August 31, 1918. 
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 NOTES OE A GONVERSATION at 10 Downing- Street, S.W. ,
on TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1918, at 11 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : 
The Prime Minister (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. Sir Eric G-eddes, &.B.E. ,
K.C.B., M.P., First Lord of the Ad
mi ral ty. 

Admiral Sir R.E.Wemyss, G.C.B., CM.Gr.,
M.Y.O., First sea Lord and Chief of 
the Naval staff. 

lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

THE FLANDERS COAST. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS explained that Ostend and Seebrugge were 

now of considerably less importance to the enemy than was 

formerly the case. In the earlier part of the War their 

submarines had used these ports freely. This was no longer 

the case. The Admiralty had authentic information that only 

a small number of enemy submarines now attempted passage of 
S t 

the Straits of Dover, and they, wore practically manned ay. vol
(jj- $Us clc^kj,t 

unteeriii./They had actually made use of the Folkestone gate 

to pass through. Although the influence of the enemy submar

ines operating from Zeebrugge was not entirely negligible, 

nevertheless, even if these ports were entirely blocked it 

would no longer make any great difference to us. 

SIR ERIC G-EDDES explained that these ports had formerly 

been used mainly for short-distance submarines. Since March, 

however, no less than 24 out of 43 based on the Flanders ccast 

had been destroyed. The Admiralty had lately discovered 7 

enemy sunk submarines which had not been counted as certain

ties by the Admiralty. 

http://CM.Gr


ADMIRAL vVEMYSS explained that the enemy had not me.de as 
much use of these ports,as might have oeen expected, for at
tacking our cross-Channel transports. Since 3ft&&!ftew: no at-

A 

tempt had been made. The fact was it was easy enough for the 
enemy to get into the Channel, but difficult to return. More
over, the blocking of the ports had probably hampered the sur
face craft a good deal. The question which the Admiralty 
were now asking themselves was as to what was the value to 
the Germans of holding this coast. Prom a naval point of 
view there did not appear to be much in ix. The Admiralty 
had been discussing whether it was not possible that the Ger
mans might retire from the Flanders coast altogether if they 
were compelled to shorten their lines. 

SIP ERIC GEDDES pointed out that if the naval apprecia
tion of the situation was correct the incentive for the enemy 
to keep the Flanders coast was not great. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that this fitted in with some 
information he had received. He understood that in a few days 
time a speech would be made in Germany to the effect that the 
German Government had definitely decided to relinquish their 
hcld&HX on Belgium after the War. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS drew attention to the significance of the 
recent changes in the Staff and Command of the German Navy. 
The Commander-in-Ghief of their Grand See Fleet had gone to 
the German Admiralty, and there had been an entire change of 
Staff both in the Fleet and at the Admiralty. 

In reply to the Prime Minister, he said that there was 
no physical indication that the Germans were likely to retire 
from the Flanders coast. 

SIR ERIC GEDDES summed the situation up by stating that 
the enemy's surface craft have done very little good on the 
Flanders coast; the short-distance submarines have been so 
knocked about as to be of little value; the continual bombard

men t 
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1.10 

from the sea and "by aircraft had made the Flanders coast a very 

uncomfortable place; and the only attraction for long-distance 

submarine craft wexe/rasas the barracks and repair facilities. 
A, 

He proposed to make a confidential statement to the Press on 

this subject. 

THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that this should be done, but 

laid stress on no suggestion being made that either Zeebrugge 

or Ostend were likely to be evacuated. He was very anxious 

that the public should not be encouraged to believe this as 

they were last year during the Elanders offensive. 

THE FIRST LORD agreed to oe careful in this respect. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS said that the idea of setting the Press 

to work on the matter was rather to put the idea into the minds 

of the Germans that these ports were of not much value to them. 

With this in view care would be taken to avoid any indication 

that the articles were inspired. 

MINING IN THE NORTH SEA. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS explained to the Prime Minister on a chart 

the position of the North Sea minefields laid by our Navy. He 

said that "the sofe passages which had been left for our own 

vessels had, to some extent, been mined by the enemy, so that 

we could not use them as freely as formerly. He described a 

minesweeping operation that had been carried ô t̂ by our Fleet 

on the night of the 31st. August. The-trouble was that the 

Germans hadf delay-actlorsfmines which were timed to come up into 

position long after they had been laid, and sometimes after a 

minefield had been swept. Another minesweeping operation was 

being carried out today by one of our squadrons. ADMIRAL WEMYSS 

then described on a chart the arrangements for the Northern 

barrage. So far as the Admiralty information went the only 

craft that had tried to effect a passage had been damaged by 

our mines. He then explained in some detail the arrangements 



Ill 

by which the Western end of the barrage was provided for and 

the passages which would be used by the Scandinavian convoy. 

(It is not considered advisable 
to make any note of these hig£
ly secret arrangements)T 

He pointed out that if the enemy could not pass through the 

Western end of the barrage without risk he would be obliged to 

use either the Westray Firth or the Pentland Firth, in both of 

which submarine navigation was /Impracticable. 
A. 

THS BATTLE CRUISER DISPOSITIONS. 

ADMIRAL VVEMYSO explained certain naval dispositions that 

had been made to meet the possibility of German cruisers en

deavouring to pass out into the ifer-thwSea. He added that an 

American squadron had been based at BeisArjhaven in connection 

with the protection of convoys. 

MINE PROTECTION OF THE EAST COAST. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS explained on a chart the mine barrage that 

had been created for the protection of the North-East Coast 

of England. 

ANTI-SUBMARINE DEVELOPMENTS. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS explained certain new developments of the 

hydrophone which are now being tested on a practical scale in 

the North Sea. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
September 3, 1918. 
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29. NOTES OF A CONFERENCE at 10 Downing Street, S.W., 
"""" on SATURDAY, October 19, 1913, at 10.45 a.m. 

P r e s e n t : 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair) 

The Rt. Hon. A. Bonar Law, M.P., 
Chancellor of the Exchequer: 

The Rt.Hon. the Viscount Milner, 
G.C.B., G.C.M.G., Secretary of 
State for War: 

Field Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, K.T. 
G.C.B., G.C.V.O., K.C.I..E., Command
ing-in-Chief, British Armies in 
France: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

General Davidson: 

(The Rt. Hon. A.. J.Balf our, O.M., M.P., 
( Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 

Present at the ( 
end of the (
Meeting only. (Admiral Sir R.E.Wemyss, G.C.B., First 

( Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Staff: 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

1. 



THE PRIME MINISTER asked Pield Marshal Haig to outline 

his suggestions as to the terms of an armistice. 

PIE1D MARSHAL HAIG- made the following reply 

In the event of the enemy asking for an armistice the 

nature of the reply should depend greatly on the answers 

which we can make to the two following questions:

1. Is Germany so beaten that she will accept any 
terms dictated by the Allies ? 

2. Can the Allies continue to press the enemy sufficiently 
vigorously during the coming winter months to cause 
him to withdraw so quickly that he cannot destroy 
the railways, roads, etc., up to the German 
frontier ? 

A very large part of the German Army has been badly 

beaten, but the whole. Pield Army has not yet been broken up. 

Owing to the large number of Divisions of which it consists 

general disorganisation (which follows a decisive defeat) is 

not yet apparent. 

In my opinion the German Army is capable of retiring 

to its own frontiers and holding that line against equal or 

even superior forces. 

The length of that line is about 245 miles as against 

the front of 400 miles which he was holding only a week ago. 

The situation of the Allied Armies is as follows :-

The Erench Army seems greatly, worn out. Many of the 

rank and file seem to feel that the war has been won. Lille, 

Roubaix, Tourcoing and other big centres of industry have 

been taken. Reports say that many of their men are 

disinclined to risk their lives. Certainly neither on the 

right nor on the left of the British have the Arench attacked 

vigorously during the past six weeks. Even in July it was 

the British and American Divisions which carried the 

Prench forward on the Marne. Next year a large proportion 



of the French Armies will probably be Black i 

American Army is disorganised, ill-equipped and ill

trained with very few ii,C,0's and officers of experience. It 

has suffered severely through ignorance of modern war and it 

must take at least a year before it becomes a serious fighting 

force. 

The British Army has fought hard. It is a veteran 

force, very confident in itself but its infantry is already 

50,000 under strength. If infantry effectives could be 

maintained and rest given during winter it would remain what 

it is now, the most formidable fighting force in the world. 

On the other hand with diminishing effectives we must expect 

moral to decline. 

If the French and American Armies were capable of a ser

ious offensive now, the Allies could completely overthrow 

the remaining efficient enemy divisions before they could 

reach the line of the Meuse. 

They are not. We must reckon with that fact as well 

as with the fact that the British Army alone is not sufficient

ly fresh or strong to force a decision by itself. * 

This means that the Allies are not in a position to 

prevent the enemy from doing an immense amount of material 

damage to railways, roads, etc., during the winter months and 

during his retirement. 

The advance of the Allies, when active operations again 

begin, will, therefore, be greatly hampered and progress must 

be slow. 

In the coming winter, too, the enemy will have several 

months for recuperation, and absorption of the 1920 class, 

untouched as yet. 
So we must conclude that the enemy will be able to hold 

the 



the line which he selects for defence for some time after 
the campaign of 1919 commences. 

To sum up then 

A careful consideration of the Military situation on 

the Western Front, and keeping British interests in view, 

forces-me to the conclusion that an armistice with Germany 

should he concluded on the following "basis :

1. Complete and immediate evacuation of Belgium and 
occupied French territories. 

2. Alsace and Lorraine must also be evacuated and 
Meta and Strasburg handed forthwith to the Allies. 

3, Rolling-stock of French and Belgian railways 
or equivalent to "be returned, inhabitants 
repatriated etc. 

The effect of this would be that the Allied Armies 

would be established on the enemy's frontier with their 

communications intact and adequate rolling-stock. 

From such a position a resumption of hostilities would 

enable the war to be prosecuted under favourable conditions 

on the enemy1s soil. Moreover, with Metz, Strasburg, 

and Alsace-Lorraine in our possession the Allies would be 

in a position to invade South Germany. The military 

and political advantages of an advance in this direction 

would be very considerable.^-^""" 

MR. BONAR LAW observed that this amounted to 

a complete defeat to the enemy. No nation would ever 

accept such terms unless they were in desperate straits. 

So far as he could see there was nothing in the 

military situation to compel him to accept such terms. 

FIELD MARSHAL HAIG 
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FIELD MARSHAL HAIG- pointed out that the enemy might 

think that the Allies were stronger than they were in realiiy, 

MR.BONAB LAW said that the question was largely a 

psychological one, namely, whether after the lapse of some 

months, the moral of the enemy or of the Allied nations 

would he the stronger. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that the real point was 

whether the German moral would he strong enough to enable 

them to resume the offensive, in the event of a breakdown 

of Peace negotiations, to recover the territories they had 

evacuated under the terras of the armistice. 

MR.BOHAE LAW pointed out that It would be necessary 

.in addition, to obtain security for the Navy. If we did 

not obtain possession of the German Fleet and the submarines 

under the terms of the armistice we might have to continue 

the War for that purpose. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the enemy would 

be no better off at the end of an armistice in a naval sense 

than he was now. After a break of, say, two months, during 

-which none of the- Allied ships had been sunk, and hundreds 

of thousands of tons had been built, the Allies, and not 

the enemy would be the better off. The enemy would only 

have improved his position by 6 or 7 submarines. 

MR.BOFAR LAW said that the question was whether we 

could allow peace to come without entirely altering the 

present balance of naval strength. Otherwise, all the 

old controversies would arise as to the number of ships of 

various classes possessed by Great Britain and Germany res

pectively. While admitting that Field Marshal Haig was 

only concerned in the military aspects of the question, 

MR.BONAR LAW said they could not be separated from the naval 

question, since it might be necessary to continue the War on 

land in order to secure the naval conditions we desired. 
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LORD MILNER thought it probable that the enemy would 

never be able to pull himself together for a new military 

effort after we had once secured possession of the terri

torles Eield Marshal Haig had proposed as the conditions of 

an armistice, 

MR.BONAR LAW said that, nevertheless, we must oom

pletely reverse the naval situation, and in view of the 

difficulty of starting the War after an armistice, we should 

secure this as part of the terms. 

SIR MAURICE HAMTCIY said that, in a conversation he 

had had the previous day with Mr.Badfour and Lord Robert 

Cecil, it had been pointed out that we should have to hold 

gauges as security for the payment by Germany of what was 

required for the reparation and restoration of Belgium and 

Worth Prance, Unless such gauges were held the enemy 

might refuse to carry out the bargain, and If the principle 

was accepted that there could be no reopening of hostilities 

after an armistice, we must have these gauges in hand as 

part of the terms of an armistice. 

LORD MILNER suggested that we might occupy German 

territory on the left bank of the Rhine above Coblenz, as a 

pledge for all that we required, 

MR.BOMR LAW considered that this would meet all 

objections. 

GENERAL WILSON pointed out that under Eield Marshal 

Haig's terms we should hold no gauge. He was convinced 

that once the "Cease firs" sounded, the War would never 

start again. Hence, it was important to have in hand some 

gauge which could be given back to Germany after all the 

terms of the Peace Treaty had been fulfilled, 

MR.BONAR LAW pointed out the enemy would never give 

up that unless they were beaten. 



THE PRIMS MINISTER did not think on the evidence furnished' 

by Field Marshal Haig that they were sufficiently defeated to 

coneede such terms, 

MR. BONAR LAW pointed out that it depended upon the estim

ate the enemy raa.de of the Allies strength. If they were now 

in a panic, as seemed not improbable, this might be the 

psychological moment to secure very favourable terms, 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out the danger of losing a good 

bargain through asking too much. We knew exactly what we 

required, and if we obtained that we. should be safe, 

GENERAL WILSON said he wished to get as a gauge the whole 

of the Saar Valley up to the Rhine, 

LORD MILNER asked Pi eld Marshal Haig how far he hoped to 

advance before being stopped by bad weather? 

FIELD MARSHAL HAIG said,we ought not /stop operations. 

At the present time our troops had secured very good billets, 

not only in the district round Lille, but. in the villages in 

the region of Le Cateau. If there was no armistice we ought 

o 0 o ntinue pressing the enemy . 

In reply to the prime Minister he said that the Allies 

ought to be able to press the enemy back as far -as the line 

of the Meuse, although the unforeseen so often happened In 

war that it was dangerous to prophesy. 

In reply to Mr. Bonar. Law he sold that he had begged Mar

shal Poch to send him American troops to reinforce his own, 

but General Pershing had declared that he was short of ef

fectives. The two divisions of Americans which had been left 

with him were now weak and had had to be withdrawn, 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out the absurdity of their bein 

any shortage of men in the American Army, 250,000 men were 

being brought over every month, and British ships shone were 

carrying 
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carrying from 150,000 to 190,000 men a month, In these con

ditions, it was preposterous that only 2 divisions were given 

to the British Army. The only way to press the Americans was 

to threaten to withhold our shipping. He thought that when 

Colonel House arrived in this country he ought to he told 

straight that the Americans were making a mess of it. At 

present the American press were sending out the most absurd, 

accounts of the prowess of their Army, and president Wilson 

was probably being misled. In.his last Note, president Wilson 

had spoken of the supremacy of the troops of the United 

States of America and their Allies, or some such phrase. It 

was very important that Marshal Poch should talk very straight 

to 0o1 onel House , 

FIELD MARSHAL HAIG said he had done his utmost to get Gea

eral Pershing to leave the 5 divisions which had been attach

ed to the British Army, General Pershing1s only reply had been 

to take 3 of the divisions away, This had occurred while 

British troops were actually marching up to the battle zone, 

and the American troops had impeded their communications. 

FIELD MARSHAL HAIG said it was important to know what the 

French troop? were thinking. Now that Lille and a. great

part of North Prance had been recovered this was of spec

ial importance. The French troops had. not fought particu

larly well in Flanders, 

( GENERAL WILSON then read a. Note he had received from 
General Du Cane in regard to Marshal Foch's ideas on 
the subject of an Armistice. (Appendix)). 

LORD MILNER said his own proposal for occupj^ing territory 
up to Ane west bank of the Rhine above Gobi ens was very sim
llar to Marshal FochAs, only did not include the bridgeheads. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said it was quite certain the enemy 
would not consent to the occupation of this territory, 

LORD MILNER suggested tnat they might do so if American 
troops were put in instead of French, or, possibly, even 
British troops, 

THE PRIME MINISTER 
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THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the threat of a continua

tiori of the "blockade would be much more effective' as a gauge. 

GENERAL WILSON expressed doubt as to whether the Erench 
and Americans would agree to s continuation of the blockade 
aft er hostilities had ceas e d. 

THE PRIME MINISTER then referred to Italy, No doubt the 
Italians would want the evacuation of the Trentino and I stria, 
as their terms for an armistice. The Austrians might be in 
such a deplorable situation as to give up anything, but the 
Italian Army had certainly done nothing to justify such a 
cl aim, 

(At this point there was some reference to a 
proposition by General Seely for utilising 
gas on a large scale in the event of a break 
down of an armistice). 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out, that with the gas referred 
to by General Seely a very big coup might be achieved before 
many months were over, 

GENERAL. WILSON thought that something might be achieved 
With it, but it would be unwise to count too much on it, 

(THE FIRST SEA LORD entered at this point). 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked the First Sea Lord's views on th 
quest.1 on of an armi st ice. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS said that he had consulted the Commander
in-Chief of the Grand Fleet as to what conditions he would 
want for an armistice, and in making this request he had 
avoided biassing him by suggesting any terras. Admiral Beat
ty had replied that we ought to demand the surrender of two 
out of three squadrons of the German battleships, which, in hi 
view, should be brought to our ports. These squadrons 

contained the newest of the German battleships. In addition, 
he demanded the surrender of all battle cruisers, a certain 
number of light cruisers, and 50 Destroyers, in addition to 

all 



all the German submarines. The Board of the Admiralty, 

Admiral Wemyss continued, held the view that the submarines were 

on a different plane to surface craft. Owing to moral and 

practical reasons - they considered that all the German submarines 

should be surrendered, and not merely the 60 suggested at 

Versailles. The figure of 60 had been based on the consiciera

tion that the maximum number of German submarines that had 

ever been out at one time was calculated.at 35. 30 was a 

figure rarely reached. This figure had been doubled, and it 

had been thought that in practice this was the maximum number 

that could be obtained, as at any moment a large proportion 

were always laid up and immobile. The Board of the Admiralty 

also considered that the blockade should continue, that all 

surface craft should be withdrawn into harbours, and bases 

de signat ed by the Allies." 

THE PRIME; MINISTER pointed out that this amounted to 

abject surrender. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS agreed. He said that some Members of the 

Board held that the question of occupying Kiel and the Kiel 

Canal should be considered. Personally , he old not agree, 

as he regarded this as a military rather than a naval question, 

since the Army would have to occupy these points. 

LORD MILKER suggested that it was a peace rather than sin 

armistice condition. 

THE PRIME MINISTER asked. Field Marshal Haig what would, be 

the effect on.our Army if we insisted on very stern terms such 

as had been suggested, and. the enemy refused ? 

FIELD MARSHAL HAIG reminded, the Prime Minister that a year 

ago the Army had been asking what they were fighting for, -

(THE PRIME MINISTER interpolated that this was one of the 

reasons why he had made his "far Aims speech) If the Army 

could be kept up to strength, he had no doubt that their moral 
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would "be perfectly all right. We knew, however, that the 

Army could not be kept up to strength, and with reduced 

numbers, he thought the effect on the moral of the Army, of 

a very stiff demand on the part of the Allies resulting in 

a prolongation of the war, would he bad. 

TEE PRIME MINISTER said that the Navy must keep these 

considerations in viev.-. The whole question really was 

whether, at the end of an armistice, we should be in a. better 

military position than before, 

LORD MILNER said we should he in an awkward fix if the 

enemy replied, affirmatively to the naval conditions outlined 

by the First Sea Lord, but made this conditional on cessation 

of the blockade. He suggested it would be better to allow 

the enemy to retain his submarines in-order to retain the 

blockade, 

MR, BONAR LAW thought it very doubtful whether America and 

France would agree to a continuation of the blockade if the 

enemy had been compelled to surrender his submarines. 

THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the cessation of the 
blockade would place the enemy in a better position than 
before the armistice, and this, therefore, contravened the 
general principle on which we were considering the question, 
On the face of it, however, such terms as had. been outlined 
by the First Sea. Lord could only be accepted by a nation that 
was beaten to the dust. 

GENERAL WILSON asked the Prime Minister to put himself in 
the position of the German governing classes. They had not 
got command of the, sea, as they had hoped to do, and they had 
lost their communication with the East. They would see that 
sooner or- later they were bound to lose and might accept 
almost any terms. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that pride would overrule reason 
if the terms were too stiffs 



LORD MIIiHSE said that the enemy might accept part of the 

terms offered them, and not the remainder. 

THE PRIME MINISTER thought that the enemy might accept the 

terms propounded by Pield Marshal Haig. 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS said that the military analogy was very 

valuable to the Admiralty in considering the naval conditions 

of an armistice, and he asked if he could be informed of the 

Pield Marshal 1^ conditions. 

(At this point MR.BAIPOUR entered). 

SIR MAURICE HANEEY, at the request of the Prime Minister, 

read the terms propounded by the Pield Marshal. 

PIELD MARSHAL HAIG said that the principle he acted on was 

that the enemy should not be in a better position at the end 

of an armistice than he was in now. Under present conditions 

he was able to destroy the railways and all means of communica

tion in his retirement. Under an armistice he would evacuate 

these railways, leave them intact, and hand back the large amount 
of rolling stock which he had taken from the Prench and. Belgians. 

(At this point several of the questions that had 
been discussed previously were again raised for the 
benefit of Mr.Balfour.) 

ADMIRAL WEMYSS said that the submarine question was a corn

plicated one. If the War came to an end now we should not 

have perfected our anti-submarine methods of warfare. Great 

improvement had been made, but our measures were not yet com

plete. He foresaw that it would be difficult to make the 

same progress in time of peace as in time of war. Of course, 

there was no qiiestion of prolonging the War to enable us to 

do this, but, nevertheless, if we had not done so the submarines 

would remain a menace to the whole world. This was really the 

argument for insisting on a surrender of the enemy submarines. 

It was on the Prime Minister1 s principle that fighting could 

never be renewed after an armistice that he proposed the 
surrender of all the submarines as a condition of an armistice. 



THE PEIME MINISTER said £tax the great principle in regard 

to the armistice was to get I n hand everything that you required. 

We already had the German Colonies. By the Field Marshall 

terms we should get possession of everything else that we 

required on the Western front. In the event of peace negotia

tions breaking down, the enemy would then have t̂ o take the 

initiative to recover what he had given up, and not the Allies. 

MB.BALFOUK pointed out that the Allies would not have 

Poland in their hands. President Wilson had committed himself 

to the establishment of an Independent Poland, and we had, to 

some extent, committed ourselves also. 

LORD MILEEE asked if we could go on fighting for that? 

There was general agreement that we could not, but 

ME.BALPOUE pointed out that we should be in great difficulties. 

LORD MIIiHEE siiggested that the blockade would be a 

stxfficient gauge to ensure the establishment of a free Poland. 

The economic pressure of the blockade was tremendous, 

2,Whitehall Gardens, S.W. 
19th October,1918. 



On my return to-day I spoke to General WEYGAND on the 
subject of the conditions of armistice advocated "by Marshal 
POCH. The next step rests with the enemy, and it is 
possible that he may shortly address a request for an armistice 
to the General-in-Chief of the Allied Forces in France. There
fore I thought, it desirable to ascertain whether Marshal FOCH 
wished to discuss the matter formally with the C.-in-C., so 
that in the event of the occasion prising action might be taken 
without delay that had been agreed upon beforehand., 

General TOYGAND told me that so far Marshal FOCH had not 
discussed with him the question of obtaining the views of the 
Allied Commanders-in-Chief on this subject, but that he would 
speak to him about it at once. 

General WEYGAND said that Marshal FOCH's views on the 
question of armistice were based on two principles; 

1 , The conditions must be such that if the armistice is 
broken off we must be able to continue the war under 
more fa.voura.ble circumstances than at present. 

2. If the armistice leads to peace negotiations, the 
conditions of the armistice must be such as to ensure 
that the conditions of peace will be loyally carried 
out, that is to say., the armistice must place in our 
hands pledges of value. 

Marshal POCH thinks that these conditions would "be 
satisfactorily fulfilled, so far as the Western Front is con

oerned, if the enemy were to withdraw at once from all occupied 

territory, including ALSACE-LORRAINE, and if Allied troops were 

to occupy enemy territory up to the RHINE, with bridgeheads 
beyond. 

General WEYGAND also said that Marshal FOCH was firm on 

the point that the conditions of armistice could not be settled 

by the Allied. Governments without reference to him as General

in-Chief and that the conditions must be communicated to the t

enemy through him. He considers this necessary in order to 
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ensure the interests of the Allied Armies under his command 

in the event of hostilities "being renewed. 

I also understood from General WEYGAND that Marshal FOCH 

considers that the conditions of armistice in other theatres 

and at sea, form separate questions, and that it is not 

necessary for the whole to "be combined before being communi

c a ted t o the e n erny . 

( Sd.) J.B .DU CAME. 
Li eut,-General, 

British Military Representative, 
with Marshal C-in-C. Allied Forces. 
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1 CONVEE WLTION at 10 Down in-? Street, 3.W. ,

on MONDAY, October 31, 1918, at 11.15 a.m. 

r e s e n 11 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair): 
She Rt. Hon. A. Bonar lav/, M.P. , 
Chancellor of the Exchequer: 

The Rto Hon. A.J.Balfour, O.M. , M.P., 
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs: 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, G.CB. ,
G. C.M.G., Secretary of State for Mar: 

Admiral Sir R.B.Semyss, G.C.B., C M . G. ,
M.Y.O. , First Sea Lord and Chief of the 
Naval Staff: 

Admiral Sir David Beatty, G.C.B., G.C.V.O., 
D.S.O. , Commander-in-Chief, Grand Fleet: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

K.T. ,
Field Marshal sir D. Eaig,/G.CB. , G.C.Y.O., 
K.CI.E. , Commander-in-Chief of the British 
Armies in France: 

Major-General dAH. Davidson, C.3. , D.S.O. , 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.;P.A.Han3cey-, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet: 

NAVAL AND AT LI A AY CONDI TICRs OF -N MfollSTIOE. 
A preliminary discussion was held in regard to the naval 

and military conditions of an armistice, but as the proceed
ings are entirely covered by bhe record of War Cabinet 489A. 
it has not been considered necessary to prepare a special 
record. 

2, \ ail t eha 11 Gar dens , S..I. , 

Oct. 21, 1918. 
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IPSW7 WAR CABINET, 

1 HOTih 01' A CONVERSATI ON at 10 Downing Street, g.,/ 
on THURSDAY, October 24, 1918, at 7 p.m. 

3? r e s e n t: 

The Prime Minister (in the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. A.J.3aIfOur, O.M., M.P., 
Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs: 
The Rt:. Ron. the Viscount Milner, G.C.B., 
G. 0.1ioGr. , Secretary of State for War.; 

The Rt. Ron. the Harl of Reading, G.C.B., 
2. 0.V.O., His Majesty1s High Comrais

sioner and Special Ambassador to the 
united States of America: 

General Sir H.H.Wilson, K.C.B., D.S.O., 
Chief of the Imperial General Staff: 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M. P. A.Hanfcey, K. 0.3. , 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

THE GERMAN REPLY TO PRESIDENT ..ILOOIW S 

The Conference discussed Mr.' Barclay"s telegram from 

Washington, No.4754, in regard to the German reply to Presi

dent Wilson"s Second Note, 

THE PRIME MINISTER was apprehensive from the terms of 

this telegram that President hilson, under the influence of 

the bellicose attitude of the American public, would send 

such a reply that German opinion would be strengthened and 

Allied opinion would be weakened. The question arose, there

fore , as to whether any further message should be sent to 

President Wilson to reach him before he sent any further Note 

ME BALEOUR read the draft of a telegram which he had 

prepared, the gist of which was that the British Government 

hoped that the lines of the President's reply would be, first 

1. 
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to decline further controversy, and, second, to state that 

the conditions of an armistice must be such as to prevent 

the resumption of Hostilities in conditions more favourable 

 to the enemy than those at present prevailing, and that, 

consequently the terms of an armistice must be laid down by 

the Naval and Military Authorities. 

LORD READING- calculated from the dates of the various 

communications that it would be impossible for such a tele

gram to reach Washington before president Wilson had issued 

his reply. 

0 0 IT C L U g 1 ' 0 IT. 

It was accordingly decided --
To take no further action. 

jUiSTEY. MR BALE OUR said that he had had a visitEX that afternoon 

Oonditionsfrom M. Oambon, who had explained that the French Government 
of an Arm
istice. were considerably exercised over our action with regard to 

an armistice with Turkey. M. Oambon had pointed out that the 

terms of an armistice with Turkey had been drawn up in Paris 

and agreed to by the British, French, and Italian Governments. 

They included 22 points. The British Government had, without 

consulting its Allies, decided that an armistice could, in 

the last resort, be concluded by accepting only 4 points. M. 

Oambon had represented that in form, at any rate, this was 

incorrect. MR BALFOUR said that he had discussed the question 

with MS M. Oambon for three-quarters of an hour. He had re

minded him that practically all the armies operating against 

Turkey were British, to say nothing of the bulk of the naval 

forces. He had reminded him that the British were not con

suited about General Franchet d'EspereyTs negotiations 

with Bulgaria. On merits he thought that M. Oambon saw that 

the British Government had acted rightly, and he had under

taken to do his very best to put matters right "with the 

French Government. 



(EOkl) hlllfSd entered at this point) . 

THE PRIME MINISTER explained the situation to Lord nil

her, and said that, in his vie?;, it would be very desirable 

that Lord Milner should proceed at once to Paris "to discuss 

two points with 11. Clemenceau:

(i) To persuade II. Clemenceau not to make difficulties 
about the armistice with Turkey: 

and 

(ii) To make representations to him urging him to move 
Marshal Poch to talk straight to Colonel House about 
the American Army. 

On the first point he urged that Lord Milner should remind 

Mo Clemenceau of the arguments adduced by Mr. Ball'our, and 

particularly of the action taicen by the Prench in the case 

of Bulgaria, notwithstanding that the first flag of truce had 

been sent in to General Milne, and notwithstanding that the 

British forces in the Balkans were just as large as the 

Prench. In spite of these considerations, General Pranchet 

d'Esperey had not even consulted General Milne at all; he 

had ignored him. In the ce.se of Turkey, the forces were 

almost entirely British, Moreover, we vrere dealing with a dif

ferent Government from tint believed to be in power at the time 

of the Paris discussions. The present Government was invit

ing the Allies to cooperate with them in throwing off the 

Germans. The circumstances that applied in Paris were xe:xx 

therefore not applicable now. 

On the second point, he wished Lord Milner to impress 

upon M. Clemenceau the facts mentioned by Pield Marshal Haig, 

namely, that during the present year the Staff work of the 

Americans was so inferior as to prevent them from achieving 

any considerable results, and that unless a drastic change 

of method were made chey would not be materially better next 

year. THE PRIME MINISTER said that from all the information 
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which reached him, the American failure had completely upset 

Marshal Eoch's great strategical plan for the present year. 

He should remind M. Olemenceau how, after President Wilson 

had agreed that American troops should, he brigaded with Brit

ish and Prench troops, General Pershing had stepped in and 

overruled him. The result was that an amateur army was fight

ing a professional array. General Pershing had refused to 

brigade his troops with British and Prench; he had refused to 

xnterlard American brigades with British and Prench divisions; 

he had refused General WeygandTs plan of using Prench Staff 

Officers to correct the American inexperience, and, unless 

a change was made, the same thing would happen next year. 

The result would be that great numbers of brave men would die 

like flies without achieving any considerable results. He 

advised xxxsh Lord Milner to mention the stories about horses 

dying, and there being insufficient horses to bring up the 

artillery. He should say that a first-class military scandal 

was threatening,for the facts were getting known in American 

circles even in London. He should make a strong appeal on 

these lines that M. Olemenceau should use all his influence 

with Marshal Poch to make a representation on this subject 

to Oolonel House. 

GENERAL WILSON said that Mr. Hughes had been "co see him 

this afternoon. Mr. Hughes had heard that the 2 American di

visions were going to be pulled out of the line, because 

General Pershing refused to keep them up) to strength. Mr. 

Hughes had warned him that if the Australians were sent in 

again in these conditions they might refuse to fight. 

THE PRIME MINISTER suggested that Lord Milner, without 

mentioning such details, should give a general warning to M. 

Olemenceau that both the British and Prench armies would be 

greatly discouraged if some action was not taken to enable 

the American Army to pull its proper weight. It was essential 



that the representations should come from Marshal Pooh. 

LOAD III LITER undertook 
To proceed on the following day 
to Paris. 

The Conference agreed:
(i) That lord. Milner should proceed at once to Paris: 

(ii) That the Chief of the Imperial General Staff should 
send a message to General Spears in pax-is, asking 
him (through the British Ambassador, if possible') to 
let II, Clemenceau know that very evening- that Lord 
Milner was coming over to discuss the question of 
the Turkish armisti c e: 

(iii) That the Secretary of state for Foreign Affairs should 
send a telegram to Lord Derby announcing Lord MilnerMs 
impending visit, and that a telephone message had 
been sent through General Spears. 

, Sfiaitehall Gardens, o 

Oct. 24, IS 18. 
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S E C R E T . 

WAR CABINET. 
NOTES OP A CONVERSATION at 10 Downing Street, S.W., 
on MONDAY, November 25, 1918, at 12.30 p.m. 

P r e s e n t : 

The Prime Minister fin the Chair): 

The Rt. Hon. the Viscount Milner, G.C.B., 
G.C.M.G., Secretary of State for Wars 

Lieutenant-Colonel Sir M.P.A.Hankey, K.C.B., 
Secretary, War Cabinet. 

THE FORTHCOMING CONFERENCE IN LONDON. 
The Prime Minister decided that:

(1) The Secretary should draft a telegram to be sent from 
the Prime Minister to Colonel House and M. Orlando, 
stating that M. Clemenceau was coming to London next 
Sunday, December 1, and that he hoped that they would 
also be able to come, as there were matters of great 
importance for discussion: 

(2) Efcacfc Bhe Secretary should draft a telegram from the 
Prime Minister to M. Clemenceau informing him that 
Colonel House and M. Orlando had been invited to 
come to London, and urging that Marshal Foch should 
accompany him, as there were a number of points con
nected with the carrying out of the armistice and 
the accupation of enemy territory on which his opinion 
would be of great value: 

(3) The time of M. Clemenceau's arrival should be noti
fied to the newspapers, which should be encouraged 
to induce the populace to line the route and give 
him a reception. If Marshal Foeh should accompany 
M. Glemenceau, the Secretary of State for War should 
arrange for a military display. 

THE OCCUPATION OF VIENNA AND BUDAPEST. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he regretted the decision of 

the War Cabinet that British troops should not take part in 

the occupation of Vienna and Budapest. (War Cabinet 506. Minute fy\ 

He felt, that the outward and visible sign of conquest was oocii
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and if French, and Italian troops were utilised mainly for 

the occupation of Austrian territory, it would leave behind 

the impression that the French and Italians had been mainly 

responsible for the allied victory. As a matter of fact, 

the British Empire had been mainly responsible for our vio

tory, and the tendency was for us to leave it to M. Clemen

ceau and Marshal Eoch and Colonel House to get the credit 

and to settle the fate of the world. 

LORD MILNER said that he was apprehensive that we might 

get into serious difficulties by the occupation of Austrian 

territory. Already immense demands were being made for Brit

ish troops in all parts of the world — Archangel, Murmansk, 

Siberia, the Caucasus, Turkey, &c. Moreover, very large 

numbers of men were being brought home in connection with de

mobilisation, coal, and for other purposes. All these de

mands fell on the fighting men. Although the British Army 

abroad numbered some 1,700,000 men, only a proportion of 

these were fighting troops, and he did not want to see them 

scattered too widely. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that there were advantages in not 

demobilising too quickly, as it would be difficult to absorb 

all the men at once. This strengthened his argument in fa

vour of taking part in the occupation of such places as 

Vienna and Budapest. He did not ask that the War Cabinet 

should reverse their decision, but he thought that they 

should reserve their final judgment until they had heard 

M. Clemenceau1s arguments in favour of occupying these places. 

LORD MILKER agreed that it would be desirable to have a 

conversation with M. Clemenceau on the subject. 

THE ARMY AND THE GENERAL ELECTION. 
THE PRIME MINISTER impressed on the Secretary of State 

for War the great importance of making the best possible 
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arrangements for the soldiers abroad to record their votes 
and for ensuring that the election addresses and literature 
of the various candidates should reach their hands. He 
pointed out that if a large number of soldiers did not record 
their votes, and it transpired that they had not been given 
the fullest possible opportunities, the Army Administration 
and the Commanders themselves would come in for severe crit

icism at h o m e 

LORD MILNER said he quite agreed in this view, and under

took, on his forthcoming visit to G.H.Q., 
To impress on Eield Marshal Sir Douglas Haig the 
great importance of this subject. 

LORD MILNER added that he believe at least 70 per cent, of 

the soldiers ought to record their votes. He hoped not less 

than 1 million men would do so. The only difficulty would be 

in the case of men absent from their units or moving on de

tached service. 

Whitehall Gardens, S.W., 
November 25, 1918. 
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